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Opening Note
from the Editor:

Border security  has been high on public policy agendas all over the world. In this era of globalisation, one must be
cautious with managing and securing borders in the face of intense cross border flows of people and goods. Border
security  policies must enable the security analyst of the country  to identify and filter out the dangerous elements from
among the millions of travellers and tons of goods that are crossing the borders.

Simply to begin with, a border is an imaginary boundary dividing two sovereign nations. In most cases these areas
have a legacy of territorial dispute which continue to remain unresolved and results in acrimonious dispute between two
nations. India is the 7th largest country in the world with a total land frontier of 3.287.263 square kilometres .She is
bounded by seven  other international  actors sharing her international borders which comprises 4.096.7 kms with
Bangladesh, 3.488 kms with China, 3.323 kms with Pakistan, 1.751 kms with Nepal, 1.643 kms with Myanmar, 699
kms with Bhutan and 106 kms with Afghanistan.

When India emerged as an independent country from the British rule in 1947, the process of demarcation of creating
her new  boundaries started under Sir Cyril Radcliffe, the then chairman of the Border Commission  of the British
colonial subcontinent. Prior to this event, most of the small political entities in this Country were ruled by different kings
and the boundaries of their kingdoms were largely fluid and were changing from time to time. The people were largely
mobile with no permanent shelters in the concrete sense of term. But with the introduction of British rule the situation
changed when modern cartography of India were produced by the survey of India established during the British East
India Company.The exercise became acute and permanent after the British left the subcontinent in 1947.

The construction of the border in the Indian subcontinent was carried out in haste. Frontiers of India are a product
of the exercise of partition carried out by the British during 1947 on the basis of religion. These large exercise of border
demarcation resulted in partition of India. It was conducted in 6 weeks by Sir Cyril Radcliffe and approximately 9000
kms of borders (Pakistan , East Pakistan and  Myanmar) were carried out in one single exercise without proper
cartographic mapping. Moreover the hostility between Indian National Congress and the Muslim League made the
situation worse.

Border is a complex concept to understand and analyse. It is associated with wide range of issues and subjects.  A
border is created due to many reasons which  are as follows; Agreed by two countries on both sides or imposed by the
country on one side, Imposed by third parties that is an international conference ,Inherited from a former state, colonial
power or aristocratic territory, Inherited from a former international border , such as within the former soviet union ,
Never formally defined or a border may be a de facto military ceasefire line.

India being a vast nation has different border relation and legacy with its neighbouring countries.  However, the
problem lies due to the porous border which cannot be sealed off easily. This has been a herculean task for our defence
forces handling the borders and precious lives of our forces  are being lost almost at a regular pace while attempting  to
stop the infiltrators or preserving the territorial integrity of the Nation. However, along with the defense forces, it is the
duty of each and every citizen of the Country  to preserve and protect the boundary of  this vast nation. In fact, the
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fundamental duties of every citizens are beautifully
enumerated in the Art.51(A) in the Indian Constitution, such
as , to uphold and protect the sovereignty , unity and
integrity of India, to defend the country and render national
services etc. There has to be an active participation from
the civilian population specially the ones who are located
in the borderlines in the services of the nation. Seemanta
Chetana Manch, Purvottar (SCM) was initiated in Assam
in the year 2008 on the auspicious occasion of Ram Navami
to create an atmosphere of patriotism and awareness
among the civilians located in the border areas and  make
them aware about the border related issues.

In the line of Pitamah Bheeshma's thinking, Seemanta
Chenta has designed  its motto such as  creating patriotism,
nationalism and border awareness among people living in
the borders and thus creating a structured and alert border
security comprising of civilians, To bring about a positive
attititude/ oneness among the on duty BSF Jawans and
Army Personnels by creating a platform for  interactions
(between the civilians and the forces), To collaborate with
the Government in matters related to implementation of
border security, national security and border development.

Initially the SCM started as a small organization in Assam
but with passage of time, the organisation has emerged as
a strong organization in the border areas. SCM has proved
itself as a strong organization committed towards the
development and security in the border areas.In fact, SCM
has implemented various activities throughout the year to

achieve the above mentioned goals, such as yearly pre
recruitment training camp(both for boys and girls), khel
kud(various sports events), raksha  bandhan for persons
engaged in security force, police and common people. Desh
Bhakti , Samavesh (gatherings to celebrate and remember
historical personalities who has inculcated  patriotism in
their times and fought for their motherland), Shakti pujan
(rituals related to worship of native/indigenous weapons)
Mancha pratistha Divas( Founation day celebration),Bharat
Mata Pujan(Prayer celemony for Bharat Mata Godess)
and so on  . Moreover Health camps and relief camps are
held throughout the year in various places. Annually SCM
also organize  conventions .  2017 convention was held in
Dhubri District which was a mega event and many people
participated from across the Country besides the
enthusiastic public and discussed the major issues related
to borders.

This volume of Seemanta Chenta Mancha  speaks of
the details of the border issues of this vast country focusing
on  land, water and the outer space.   As legislation related
to the borders, specially international borders need
immigration reforms, it is indeed a very crucial and needs
lots of discussion, debates before resolving  the attached
issues. This volume is precisely creating a platform for such
academic and policy related discussion. I thank all the
contributors of this volume ,publishers and sponsorers for
making this volume a great success.

DR.Pratima Neogi
Editor

0000
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Anything good? Anything
im portant? Anything Significant? Anything Futuristic?
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Everyone is suffering from existential crisis  persecution

complex.
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Preamble
‘‘We, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA,

having solemnly resolved to constitute India into a
SOVEREIGN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure
to all its citizens .....’’

‘‘It is observed by the Central
Government that some Rohingyas are indulging in illegal /
anti national activities i.e. mobilization of funds through
hundi/ hawala channels, procuring fake / fabricated Indian
identity documents for other Rohingyas and also indulging
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in human trafficking. They are also using their illegal net-
work for illegal entry of others in the India. Many of them
have managed to acquire fake / fraudulently obtained In-
dian identity documents i.e. PAN Card and voter cards’’.
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Since the time the tri-partite Assam Accord was
signed way back in the year 1985 between the Government
of India, All Assam Students' Union and All Assam Gana
Sangram Parishad in presence of the then Prime Minister
Rajib Gandhi, sealing of international borders with barbed
wire fencing along the Indo-Bangladesh borders has been
very much in news time and again. The news items always
did not necessarily relate to the construction or completion
of the fencing works. It was always much more than that.
For what must have been the reason it is not known, but
the fact is that the Indians had to face never ending loss
and difficulty due to the earmarking of the fencing line. A
huge area of Indian fertile cultivable land had to be sacrificed
in the name of the fencing. Separately again the equal or
more amount of land had to be sacrificed by the Indian
farmers for the international security reasons resulting in
poor farmers of Assam becoming more poor in the state
and no one getting a single penny compensation. It never
ended there. The Indian farmers who had their registered
land for generations and did cultivation, always had to cross
the fencing and go for agricultural activities after taking due
permission from the security forces (BSF and if the need
be the local police). As the security forces maintain some
regularity of timing in the opening of gates, the farmers not
only have to maintain it but also to keep waiting since before
time as long as they are not allowed to. In the field also
while working anything happening in between, there is none
to help them, cooperate them or rescue them. There have

been instances where such Indian farmers are brutally
tortured, beaten up and also in the name of community
clashed behaved rudely. This probably could not have been
done or should not have been done, had there been other
policy decision makers at the helm of affairs in those days.
The ruling party in those days spontaneously had a soft
corner for the citizens from Bangladesh and that scenario
has not changed over the years. The border fencing in the
Indo-Bangladesh Border, in place today, definitely does
not give a very solid signal of a futuristic ambitious nation.
It could have been probably expedited at that point of time
of the Accord immediately. But, it did not come up because
the people in the border areas were poor, marginalized
and incapable of putting any pressure on administrative
system. The mutual relation between the two countries was
also sweeter than what it is today. Had there been decision
to come today, it would have been other way round. Today
there are voices raised that the border fencing is to be in
the zero line in between the two nations. With the people
sensitively raising voice for the welfare and development
of the border areas, such voices would get echoed for
quite some time it looks.

Nevertheless, the good thing to happen around the
same time was that the auspicious beginning of the Seema
Jagaran Manch floated in jodhpur, Rajasthan in the same
year by some true patriots of the country. Apparently there
might not be any relation, but the situations in both the
borders were similar and the difficulties were the same. It

Border Sealing and Human Mind

Dr. Kamala Kanta Saharia
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might be because of the pressure and consistent pursuance
that the western border of the country got completely sealed
and the illegal migration got stopped. Assam is still waiting.

However, the other reasons of border fencing being
in the news are, not being completed on time, breaches in
between, cutting the guarded fencing very often by the
miscreants, illegal migrations passing through, unauthorized
trades, cattle theft, cattle lifting, cattle trafficking from India
to Bangladesh in huge number making the Indian farmers
incurring loses, Indian farm fields are getting used for cattle
ranching which destroys the standing crops. On the other
hand murder, arson, violence, mass poisoning to natural
resources, exchange of fake currencies and human
trafficking are issues of daily occurrence in the borders.
These all have made the Indian farmers to live under the
conditions of unfair tensions. The concerned public are
gradually becoming more restive with more and more news
items of the above nature are getting exposed in media.
With the number of such incidences advancing with time,
the border areas are becoming more sensitive and
dangerous. What remained a local bilateral issue till few
years back, with the threats of mega powers in political
lobbying have created a big network of enemy studded
neighbouring countries and therefore, the matter has
reached an international importance. It is for that reason
now thought to be the right time for the organizations like
Seemanta Chetana Manch taking an intellectual view on
the matter and arouse logically the public sentiment on what
is good for them and the country.

In between much water has flown through the river
Brahmaputra and fresh flood inundated the state not lesser
than some 32 times since 1985 making the scenario
changed, problem complicated and the nation threatened
- directly or indirectly. Today no state in the country is free
from the illegally migrated Bangladeshis from across the

border. They are found in almost all corners of the country
and in every sector functioning including in politics. Because
they are united, they put en-mass votes at the time of
election, they are liked by few parties which made
Bangaladeshi's illegal entry to the country possible. In fact,
such illegal migrants are also close to some of the extremist
groups in the country and very vibrant in all anti-Indian
activities. Their presence in any part of the country is
dangerous, but they are there. As far as the state of Assam
is concerned, the migrants are in huge number and estimated
to be about 35 per cent of total population in some pockets
and have complete command over more than 20 Assembly
seats in the state. They are capable of making the entry of
their representative possible to the state ministry. Truly
speaking, there have been few in the recent pasts, who
have already become powerful ministers in the state who
were born in Bangladesh and illegally entered the state.
The situation is volatile, sensitive and quite disturbing for
all.

Coming to the context of the border fencing, the
progress of the work is deadly slow. In many places in
spite of political will and pressure, it has not progressed.
The Government is also mis-briefed about the development
of work in such places by many responsible quarters. Very
recently, the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Assam visited one
of the border areas where the progress of the border fencing
was said to have been satisfactory. But surprisingly, what
got revealed was that there was no sign of any border
fencing and the people involved in the fencing construction
were not to be found. In addition there were as many as
18 BOPs which were floating over the river Brahmaputra.
As a side light it is worth mentioning here that the sister
volunteers of the Seemanta Chetana Mancha, Purvottar,
Assam had gone to some of such BOPs on the day of
Raksha Bandhan and tied the auspicious thread around
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the wrists of the soldier brothers and experienced an never
ending sweet memories of one of the holiest relations of
brothers and sisters, which again is no other country
facilitates so auspiciously and so affectionately. It was an
attempt to encourage our soldiers and generate a feel good
factor with the border area people. Otherwise there are
two thoughts prevailing in the border areas. One the general
people including the people in the main land feel that the
responsibility of protecting the border has been bestowed
upon the security forces and the general people have
nothing to do about it. Secondly the soldiers also keep it at
the back of their mind that the people in the border areas
are all doubtful and given a chance would act against the
forces. Both such feelings are not correct. The responsibility
to protect the border is a part of the duties of the general
citizens and to make a lively society in the borders is also a
part of duties for the security personnel. But the things
would never progress if no one likes to come forward one
step first.

Many serious political leaders, economists and also
the alert public feel that the border fencing which has not
come up so far in the total stretch of the boundary, even if
come up not very urgently, it might not be of much help to
the people over there as well as for the country. One of the
persons confided the author in one of the sidelights of a
serious meeting on border issues that the cost of
construction of the material is much higher than what has
been allocated to them on per meter barbed wire basis.
Not knowing the other aspects of the construction like
transportation, installation, post construction management
and handing over time span etc., it is difficult to comment
anything. It is for sure that the quality aspect of the fencing
work would be affected by such equation if at all the said
problem is correct. But the worry of the volunteers of the
organizations like Seemanta Chetana Mancha is that, the

duration it has taken so far is not logical and by the time the
new areas are covered by the border fencing, the earliest
parts constructed would start rusting. In many places, in
fact such developments have taken places. So likelihood
is there that from one side the fencing would be made and
from the other side it would decay serving no purpose for
the people.

For the benefit of the public, mostly the farmers,
the security officials/systems issue pass for allowing the
farmers to go to their field for work. How to justify that
kind of a situation is also a big question. The Indian farmers,
going to their own field to work have to take permission
from Indian security forces only because of the fact that
their fields fell in the other side of the fencing. It would
have been never a problem had the fencing been not
constructed some 150 feet inside the Indian territory.
Keeping such equations away for a while, it is seen that the
illegal influx of people from Bangladesh is continuing
unabated although the general people are opposed to it.
This kind of imbalances causes moral depression in
aesthetic Indian patriots. This is high time looking into the
international development of rights and privileges that all
citizens start thinking upright. There might be a time coming
where the Indian administrators might be asked by the
international dispute mitigation authorities that for what
reason the Border fencings were raised inside the Indian
border and why those falling in the other side of the border
not to be termed as their land and why the farmers of that
country would not be handed over such land?

It is to be appreciated that this Government at the
Centre could realise it fast and that was the reason that
during 2017 i.e. after seventy years of independence of
the country the Modi administration took stock of the
situation and made a permanent settlement of the
international border issue with Bangladesh, although Assam
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has incurred some loss in terms of land given to Bangladesh
in exchange while all other states were beneficiaries. Assam
did have bitter experiences even before while dealing with
matters relating to international happenings. In the year
1962 when the then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
virtually allowed the North East into the hands of China
and he simply said in the Parliament that his heart went
with the people of the North East, the public here were
aggrieved. They were ready to die but not to go with China.
Luckily the international pressure rescued the poor,
distressed and nation loving people of North East including
Assam. In the minds of people of the North East in general
and Assam in particular such memories are still fresh. So,
any matter relating to international borders is alarming for
them.

One of the first priority areas of the present
Government in Assam was to complete the border fencing
of the state with Bangladesh completed fast. From the
Centre also the state is getting full support. The work is
also progressing better than what it used to be before. But
the disputes are still persisting in some areas, integrity in
completion of the work still lacks, general people are still
kept away from the monitoring and evaluation of quality of
works done and above all the system to look after the
business remains in the same hands as it was before. So, it
looks like that many people want the same modus operandi
to continue as before so as to reap the benefits
uninterrupted. But it is for sure that it is not going to happen
anymore. All systems, machineries and people involved in
the administration should better realize that the days are
changing. In Assam there was a time when just by indulging
in large scale corruption and distribution some amount of
money to the "higher ups", people could become closer to
the Government. Even the high cadre jobs were for sale.
Those who could afford paying they were only getting the

precious and prestigious offers of posting as an incentive.
The change is now palpable. If one does not agree, he/she
may please remember that more than two dozen gazetted
officers selected illegally are behind the bars in addition to
few big shots in the Forest Department and many more
bosses of that regime are under scanner from different
departments. So, surely the time is changing and the people
will have to come forward and feel comfortable with the
new change of political weather. The Government at the
Centre as well as in the state are simply not ready to sell
out the country to the enemies.
Here comes the actual role of the human mind. It is known
to all that the people in the international border areas are
poor, deprived of civic amenities, lack in infrastructures,
hardly get daily needs fulfilled satisfactorily and remain
under serious threats of loss of life and property. The illegal
activities and the atrocities committed upon them make
their life frustrated. Extremists of all types often exploit them
to the maximum. They see, feel and tolerate all such things
which are not good for humanity. They feel they do not
have future in such places with no schools for education,
no industry to come up without electricity, no health centres,
no road and no communication. The hard labour they put
in the agricultural fields or homestead gardens yields virtually
nothing as they have to pay "Goonda Tax" to too many
extremist groups when they bring their produces to the
markets. So, whoever becomes able, they have the
tendency to migrate to the cities. Even the idle uneducated
villagers come out of respective villages to act as daily wage
earners in the nearby townships. They in the process
complicate the issues both in their own places leaving behind
the family to no one and in the townships also creating
unhygienic habitats and dirty living conditions. Such
phenomenon is to be stopped with immediate effect
providing them some gainful occupations. Few secondary
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issues which remain more harmful due to such migrations
are, (a) all those newly migrated people to the townships
in search of daily wage earning feel alike due to common
problems they face and make a group where the illegally
migrated people outnumber the nationals, (b) many of them
either carry or develop such diseases which are
internationally threatening like HIV/AIDS, (c) in absence
of job/wage, such migrating people indulge in any kind of
activity offered to them even if they know that such activities
are harmful to the society and the nation, (d) many of them
become dreaded criminals in the urge of making maximum
money at shortest possible time, (e) the number of crimes
and illicit activities in the cities and townships increase, (f)
with every new settler migrating to the townships, there is
huge loss to the eco-system in the localities and (g) because
of the number of such people not known to anyone on one
hand and also they keep migrating along with the availability
of jobs on the other, no planning for development, hygiene
and sanitation etc. can be done precisely. Under such
circumstances the local people in the township also face
hardship and realise scarcity of goods and services. They
do not get the actual benefits proposed for them because
the allocations always become inadequate. The resources
get utilized in a lop-sided manner when the concentration
of the unknown number of people becomes rampant. So,
in a big way the migration of able persons from the
international border areas causes a total imbalance in their
own places as well as in the townships. To alter the situation,
some initiatives are to be taken by the people in the border
areas first. But as said earlier, the question of their life and
livelihood comes first. If those could be assured, no one
would like to come out of their home leaving behind the
family and make the life miserable in the new places.

Seemanta Chetana Mancha is gradually trying to
resolve the issue. The experiences during the last couple of

years as an organization of socio-cultural nature, one would
prefer to say that they were healthy and gradually looking
brighter. Due to the consistent prompting, propagating and
promoting the national interests, people in the border areas
have started realizing that their presence in the border lines
is required. They can also keep an eye over the issues and
happenings in the border line. They also started feeling that
they are capable of building a group of civil sentinels to
help out the security forces. The equation with the security
forces has also started changing with the realization of the
border area people. The groups which were thinking each
other to be their enemies now have been mingling with
each other. Because of the consistent dialogue with the
Government on one side and the border area villagers on
the other hand, in the welfare activities of the security forces
also there have been improvement in speed and scale. In
many places roads are allowed to be used by the general
people, bus stops have been built, common drinking water
facilities are created, free treatment medical camps are
organized, festivals are celebrated together and above all
there is a good degree of communication between the
groups. All of them are healthy signs. With the days passing
by and each other realizing the worth of either groups the
scenario is sure to change for good in the border areas. As
an organization, the office bearers of the set up have been
coming out and sacrificed their own interests. The greatest
and happiest icon in the whole atmosphere is that all the
members of the Seemanta Chetana Mancha are ready to
do something for the betterment of the country. They are
determined to protect the international borders. They have
realized that providing safeguard to the borders is equivalent
to providing peace and harmony to the nation. So, just like
that they should not leave their own places. Their stay in
the border villages is worth doing. With every migration,
there are chances of harm or destabilization in their home
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fronts as well as in the new places to where they have
migrated.

To read the human mind is difficult. The opinion of
all individuals, if summed up and taken the average also
does not give the actual picture of the thought process of
the society or the community. But the fact is that the wave
of public mind is uncontrollable. The tides they create are
unusual. As an organization, it is palpable in the international
border areas that the volunteers of Seemanta Chetana
Mancha are no longer sleeping, they are vigilant and vibrant.
They have been trying to make their society strong,
stretched and strengthened. The programmes they are
performing round the year and the dialogues they have been
involved continuously in, it is for sure that the organization

will grow to further height and would surely be able to yiels
the positive dividends. What needed at this hour is some
quality time the general people give as a matter of habit for
the welfare and well being of the border areas of the country.
Safer the international borders safest is the country. No
force, no bullets, no guards can be better protector of the
nation than the aggregation of agile, able and alert human
minds. Let us think for the nation and let the nation prosper.
That the nation has taken a turn for betterment is palpable.
That the anti-national forces have been gradually in decline
is also visible. It is therefore, high time that we also as true
nationals respect the national mandate and make our
country the safest, happiest and the best.

President, Seemanta Chetana Mancha Purvottar, Assam, Prof. College of Veterinary Science, Assam,
Agricultural University, Member of the Govt. Body, Indian conucil of Agriculture Research, Delhi.
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According to Professor JW Garner, a nation-state
is an entity that has four basic components, namely a
definitive territory, a population that dwells in the territory,
sovereignty that makes the people in the territory supreme
in all matters pertaining to their life and activity and a
government that conducts the affairs of the land on behalf
of the people. National security as a concept involves a lot
more than the guarding of the frontiers of the nation-state
concerned. Besides the physical defence of the national
territory, the concept also encompasses the policing of its
interiors to protect its citizens from crimes, criminals, internal
strife (like left-wing extremism, communalism, etc) and
much more. Thus when we deliberate upon 'national
security', the concept comprises many a matter. Apart from
the overall external and internal security of the state which
are, of course, its most fundamental requirements, it also
includes, among other things, matters like economic
security, environmental security, food security, security of
public health, water security, energy security, cyber security
and proper management of natural and man-made
'disasters' as and when such a disaster befalls the nation.

India as a nation had a beginning in 1947 when
she shook off the British rule at the end of a long and bitter
struggle against subjugation. The economic life of India was
in a total mess at the time in so far as her agriculture and
industry were in a very backward state. Typical of a land
ruled for centuries by a colonial power, India suffered from
a low level of per capita income due to a very limited growth

of industry and a primitive state of agriculture, though the
latter was the sole means of livelihood for the majority of
Indians. Her non-renewable resources were, to a great
extent, plundered away by the ex-rulers.  Owing to an
unbridled growth of population which had virtually no
opportunity to acquire skills in various fields, we had
poverty reigning almost everywhere. The government which
succeeded the foreign rulers did not really have a clue as
to how to go about for generating employment, developing
education, providing health-care, and improving industry
and agriculture. Garibi hatao ('remove poverty') continued
to be a political slogan with little impact on the life of the
people. Thus economic security was practically in
doldrums.

As stated earlier, food security as a part of the
package of economic security virtually did not exist in India.
Pandit Nehru had to ask the United States for emergency
supply of grains as far back as the early 1950s. We have
to remember here that the undivided Bengal had seen a
very serious famine in 1943 when just in a couple of
months, some three million people simply perished out of
outright starvation. Even after nearly twenty years of so-
called planning on the Soviet model - a model that envisaged
'a command economy' for the country - the Government
of India had to rush to the United States again in the mid-
1960s with a begging bowl for supply of wheat under their
Public Law 480. This happened in the wake of massive
food riots in the country - including Assam - in 1966.

INDIA'S NATIONAL SECURITY
A Special Focus on the North East

S.P. Kar
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Fortunately at that ime, there appeared in the scene a
visionary agricultural scientist in the person of Dr MS
Swaminathan, who successfully led India to a Green
Revolution Thenceforth we perhaps have not had to look
back. His basic lesson was that Indians must grow their
food themselves because in that way, their farmers get paid
for work done by them, while, by imports, we pay the
farmers of the food-exporting country. Here the Chinese
have a good example to give. If, in China, a child wants to
feed on fish, the mother tells him to go and catch fish and
not to expect somebody else to give him a fish to eat.

So far as health security is concerned, India has
done pretty well this far. The average longevity of Indians
at the dawn of Independence was 32 years while it came
to 66 years in 2014. However, there is a lot still left to be
desired. The media carry the day to day events in the country
of the utter negligence in the health care system. Child and
maternal mortality continues to be very high. The poor
people do not virtually have health care at all. Hospitals
are found in extremely unhygienic conditions, short also of
doctors, para-medics and medicines. In critical ailments,
the poor patients have only to bemoan their fate. Some of
the pictures are like horror stories. It, therefore, needs an
iron hand to iron out the health security system in India.
Coming to the issue of environmental security, one can say
that Indians are barely conscious of the awful destruction
of environment that has been going on un-restricted. Air-
pollution, water pollution, accumulation of non-degradable
garbage, rampant destruction of forests and wild-life,
emission of carbon-di-oxide and discharge of effluents by
industries have been going on at a competitive pace.
Whatever quantity of water is still there in rivers, lakes and
wetlands - perennial sources of water are just vanishing - it
is being polluted by allowing the effluents to mix with. The
state of the Ganga and the Yamuna is the closest example

to give. See also the condition of the Dal Lake in Kashmir.
Similarly, all the municipal drains of Guwahati city in Assam
lead to the majestic Deepor Beel, which used to host
innumerable migratory birds and a wide variety of fishes
and wild animals. Widespread encroachments on the edges
of wetlands are adding to the seriousness of the situation.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's 'Save Ganga Plan' has
been rather slow in showing any significant result.

As it is well known, the sources of energy all over
the world are limited and exhaustible in the long run. India
is no exception in this regard. We have to depend a great
deal on the imports of petroleum products, natural gas and
high quality coal for maintaining a steady supply of energy
for development purposes. But there again we have a lot
of hydro-electric potential, especially in the North East, as
well as solar energy all over the country to have a broad
plan for the use and growth of energy supply commensurate
with industrial growth and other requirements. Non-
conventional energy sources could also be tapped to
strengthen our energy base. However, Indians are known
for wasting the energy potential partly by misuse and partly
because of indiscipline in its use.

In the fields of defence, industry, international trade
and commerce, banking, internal security and the like, cyber
security takes a prominent place. It is well known that major
powers and enemy countries are prone to commit
espionage on and theft of critical information and data that
a nation has on its computers. China and Pakistan are
known poachers in this matter. Even western powers are
not immune of blame. The periodic WikiLeaks in the recent
times have proved the vulnerability of even a super-power
like the United States in this field.  Recent events (in
February 2015) in New Delhi - the scam involving the
break-in into the Shastri Bhawan - have shown that many
companies and corporate houses having international
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connections have stolen our data even manually. Insiders
were found collaborating with them in this matter. This is a
question of 'national security'.

It need be understood that sometimes a nation-
state ceases to exist not only because of its defeat in a war
of aggression against it by a foreign power but also due to
internal dissension and the consequent break-up of the
polity. Pakistan lost nearly a half of its original territory and
more than a half of its population to the newly created
nation-state Bangladesh following its war with India in 1971
mainly because it had failed to maintain its cohesion and
oneness as a nation. The year 1991 saw the disintegration
of the erstwhile Soviet Union into more than a dozen nation-
states owing to economic and political reasons. The fault-
lines lay mainly in its structuring and artificiality. The collapse
of the communist East European regimes in the late 1980s
coinciding with the dismantling of the Berlin Wall - the
symbol of the Cold War - owed to the fact that they did
not have a foundation on the will and consent of the people
in the respective countries. Thus internal security fails when
nation-states concerned fail to recognize pluralism in their
respective population structures and respect the will and
consent of the people that constitute the nation-states.
Differences of opinions as well as disputes raised by groups
should ordinarily be resolved through talks and negotiations.
Democratic institutions are always an antidote to separatism
because the people have a way with them to vent their
feelings. It should be emphasized here that the stability of a
nation-state also depends a great deal on its capacity to
thwart separatist tendency among some of its people on
political and ethnic grounds - a phenomenon that is quite
common in the collective thought processes of different
developing societies.

India has a number of internal security problems,
some ideological, many based on sub-national ethos and a

few organizational. Right from the time India became a
full-fledged nation-state, leftist ideology kept hovering over
her landscape leading to violent outbursts or uprisings in
different corners of the country from time to time. The
communist rebellion in the then Andhra Pradesh in post-
Independence years, Naxalism in West Bengal, Bihar,
Jharkhand, Odissa, Assam, Tripura, etc in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, spread of Maoism in the Maoist corridor
from Tirupati (Andhra Pradesh) to Passhupatinath (Nepal)
during the last decade 2001-10 and the steady growth in
recent times of Maoist activism in all the eastern states
right up to Arunachal Pradesh as well as the centrally
located states of Chattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh  have
been a cause of death of innumerable innocent civilians
and rebel cadres. The former Prime Minister of India,
Manmohan Singh, had aptly said in this regard that Maoist
insurgency in the country was the single biggest internal
security threat to the country. It has indeed brought a culture
of violence and brutality in about two hundred districts of
the country. However, of late, the expanse of left-wing
extremism in the country has got significantly reduced thanks
to the proactive measures taken by the central state
governments concerned.

Though they are elements almost entirely foreign
in origin, the Jehadis sent across the borders by Pakistan
into Jammu and Kashmir have become an internal security
threat to that part of the country directly. They take the
guise of local rebels and indulge from time to time in mayhem
of innocents and attack on the members of the Security
Forces (SFs). They obviously subvert peace in the state
quite effectively.

So far as the North East is concerned, scores of
rebel outfits have sprung up since the mid-1950s and been
ruling the roost. There are a few major ones, like the NSCN
(IM), NSCN (Khaplang) and NSCN (KK),
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ULFA, NDFB(three factions), GNLA, HNLC, ANVC,
UNLF, PLA, KYKL, KCP, PULF, KNF, NLFT, ATTF,
etc.  Many factors work here. Ethnicity is the prime factor.
Almost all ethnic groups in the region have built up and
been nurturing armed outfits and their different factions for
secession - some even for creation of new states - and this
has been an unending business. They collect arms,
ammunition and explosives from foreign sources - mainly
China, Bangladesh and Southeast Asia - indulge in
trafficking of drugs and weapons and attack both civilians
and the SFs. Human life is not an issue for them. They also
do fraternal killings by hundreds in one go, including killing
of rivals from their own communities. This is unique. Their
weapons come through numerous border routes, namely,
Stilwell Road axis, Tamu-Morey route, Champai route,
Dalu-Tura route Shillong-Dawki route and so on. The entire
length of international borders of the North East with
Myanmar and Bangladesh is porous.

The governments at the centre and the states
concerned go for so-called peace processes and talks with
the rebels but except the one with the Mizo National front
(MNF), none is known to have been successful in the entire
history of internal conflict in the North East. The peace
processes rather facilitate the retention by the 'rebels' of
the bulk of their arms and they continue to do extortion,
robbery and even killings. In this course of action, the old
outfits float new ones and the game goes on and on.

There is therefore only one remedy to this problem:
to enforce the rule of law and let the offenders face the
consequences of their actions. That will be an effective
deterrent to the prospering wrong-doers.  However, the
system of general governance in the country is poor, to say
the least. The criminal justice system and the law enforcing
machineries are not in a position to introduce and sustain
full discipline in the system.

The author is a former Inspector General of Police, Assam.
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Airpower consists of the application of military
strategy to the realm of aerial Warfare.1 Airpower, due to
speed, range, and its multidimensional perspective, operates
in ways that are fundamentally different from other forms
of military power. Airpower has the ability to create effects
across an entire theater of armed conflict, while surface
forces, by their nature, are constrained to divide the battle
space in discrete operating areas. It has superior cababilities
over enemy territories, take advantage of opportunities,
and thus strike directly at the adversary's tactical and
strategic resources. When integrated with ground forces,
airpower contribute in three ways : First, by targeting enemy
ground forces which are engaged in combat with the ground
forces; Second, by attacking enemy forces which are
closing to join the ground battle in the future; and third by
targeting strategic reserves and reinforcements.2 When
employed aggressively, air force can disrupt the enemy's
overall strategy or degrade the enemy's ability and will to
fight. The shock and surprise from air attacks can negatively
affect the enemy's morale.

The air warfare is a set of offesive and defensive
aerial operations carried out using the air force (i.e. aircrafts,
drones and missiles system) with the intention of imposing
one's will on the adversary by achieving a sufficient degree
of aerial superiority.3 The continuous advancement in the
area of aviation technology, the key role played by air forces
in warfare and the economic importance of the aviation-
armaments industry are the main reasons for the absence
of treaty provisions specifically governing air warfare. The
legal instruments specifically dealing with the subject of air
warfare are few in number and limited in effcet.

Compared with ground and naval forces, the
aircraft and missiles are relatively new weapon. The laws
of air warfare governing air craft and missiles are not to be
considered as a separate branch of IHL. They contain the
rules of IHL as applicable to ground and maritime

operations during an armed conflict. In 1899, the First
Hague Peace Conference adopted a Declaration
prohibiting the launching of projectiles and explosives from
ballons and other instrumentsalieties. The Contracting
Parties agreed to prohibit, for five years, the launaching of
projectiles and exlosives from ballosn, or by other new
methods of similar nature. The Declaration was only binding
in the event of a conflict between two Singatory States.
The Declaration was re-opened for signature in 1907 and
was then to remain in force until the Third Peace Conference,
which was scheduled for 1915, but never convened. the
main reason for this was the States' self-interest in exploiting
the developing and promising technology of  air warfare.
Germany, for instance, had developed aerial weaponry as
well as sophisticated defensive measures by this time and
had tittle interest in being fettered by legal restriction.4

The drafting of the 1923 Hague Rules was the first
attempt to codify the law of armed confliect applicable in
air warfare, but these rules were never adopted by any
country.5 The chair of the Committee on Limitation of
Armament, Secretary of States Charles Evans Hughes of
the United States, cautioned that it was futile to attempt to
limit the technological development of aircraft, which
promised to be "the most formidable military weapon of
the future". The committee further opened that the
employment of aircraft in armed conflict should be governed
by the rules of land warfare as adapted to the characteristics
of aerial warfare. Article XXII of the Hague Rules of Aerial
Warfare prohibited aerial bombardment for the purpose
of terrorizing the civilian population, or destroying or
damaging private property not of a military character, or of
injuring non-combatants. Article XXIV specified that an
aerial bombardment was legitimate only when directed
exclusively at a military objective, a target whose destruction
or injury would constitute a district military advantage to
the belligerent. Aircraft were to abstain from attact in those

International Law Relating to Air and Missile Warfare
Dr. U.C. Jha
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instances in which these sites could not be targeted without
the indiscriminate bombardment of the civilian population.
Although those rules were never ratified by the States, large
parts are considered to be customary law binding on the
whole of the international community. Subsequent
international agreements have, however, included specific
references to certain aspects of aerial operations.

The laws of air warfare are largely derived from
the general law of armed conflict which is to be found in
treaty law and customary international law. The basic
principles of IHL applicable in air warfare (as also in land
and naval warfare) are military necessary, unnecessary
suffering, distinction, and proportionality.

Military Necessity : The principle of military
necessity authorizes the use of forces required to accomplish
the mission. The principle of military necessity is codified
in Article 23, paragraph (g) of the Annex to Hague IV,
which forbids a belligerent "to destroy or seize the enemy's
property, unless such destruction or seizure is imperatively
demanded by the necessities of war". Military necessity
does not authorize actions spefidically prohibited by IHL,
such as wanton destruction of civilian property or
bombardment of civilian localities. Therefore, military
commanders and others responsbile for making decisions
must make those decisions in a manner consistent with the
spirit and intent of IHL. Where an express prohibition has
been stated, neither military necessity, nor any other
rationale of necessity may override that prohibition.

Unnecessary Suffering : Several rules of IHL
treaties contain the caveat that the right of a poarty of a
conflict is not unlimited in terms of its selection and use of
means or methods of war. The principle of avoiding the
employment of arms, projectiles, or material of a nature to
cause unnecessary seffering (also referred to as superfluous
injury) in codified in Article 23 of the Annex to Hague IV,
which especially forbids employment of "arms, projectivles
or material calculated to cause unnecessary suffering..."
and the destruction or seizure of "the enemy's property,
unless such destruction of seizure be impertively demanded
by the necessities or war." In determining whether a means
or method of warfare causes unnecessary suffering, a
balancing test is applied between lawful force dictated by

military necessity to achieve a military objective and the
injury or damage that may be considered superfluous to
the achievement of the stated or intended objective.

The act of combatants killing or wounding enemy
combatants in battle is a legitimate act under IHL if
accomplished by lawful means or methods. The prohibition
of unnecessary suffering does not limit the use of force on
an opposing military force in order ot subdue or destroy it.
However, the use of certain means of warfare has been
prohibited in an armed conflict, because they are regarded
as casuing unnecessary suffering. These include poison,
chemical and biological weapons, munitions containing
fragments not detectable by x-ray, and blinding laser
weapons. IHL prohibits the design or modification and
employment of a weapon for the purpose of increasing or
causing suffering beyond that required by military necessity.
Intentional attack on combatants hors de combat (i.e. out
of action due to injury or damage), unlawful destruction of
civilian objects and unlwful unjury to civilians not taking a
direct part in hostilities is aslo prohibited.

Distinction : The principle of distincion or
discrimination casts an bligation in air and naval warfare to
distinguish between combatant forces and the civilian
population or individual civilians not taking a direct part in
the hostilities. Combatants must direct the application of
force solely against other combatants. Similarly, military
force may be directed only against military objectives,6 and
not against civilian objects. The principle or distincion also
obligates private citizens to refrain from engaging in hostile
acts against enemy military forces.

The UN Genral Assembly Resolution 2444 (XXIII
of 1968), states, "it is prohibited to lauch attacks against
the civilian population" and "that distinction must be made
at all times between persons taking part in the hostilities
and members of the civilian population to the effect that
the later be spared as much as possible". The principle
acknowledges the need for respect for the civilian
population, individual civilians not taking part in the
hostilities, and civilian objects in the conduct of military
operations by all parties to a conflict, whether conducting
offensive or defensive operations. The parties to a conflict
are obligated to separate their fighting forces and military
objectives from the civilian population and civilian objects.
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Employment of human sheilds to protect military objectives
or individual military units or personal is a fundamental
violation of the principle of distinction.

Proportionality : The principal purpose of
proportionality is to weigh the antidipated gains of air or
naval operations against reasonably forseeabble
consequences to the civilian population. This principle is to
be considered by a commander in determining whether, in
engaging in an operation, his actions may be expected to
cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, or
damage to civilian objects, which would be excessive in
relation to the concrete and direct military advantage
anticipated by those actions. Proportionality does not
prohibit injuries to civilians that is incidental to lawful military
operations. Proportionality may be applied by decision-
makers at the national, strategic, operational or tactical level.

Since WW II, no international treaty relating to air
warfare has been drawn up. The recent international
agreements 1977 Additional Protocol I to the Geneva
Conventions (AP I)7 AP I contains provisions governing
air warfare, it has not yet assumed due significdance due
to the lack of universal ratification. AP I prohibits attacks
on thhe civilian population and civilian property regardless
of whether the attack is on land, from the air or from the
sea. In addition, it prohibits indiscriminate attacks, attacks
on installations and works containing dangerous forces and
the use of methods and means of warfare which are intended
or may be expected to cause damage to the natural
environment and thereby to prejudice the health or survival
or the population. All these specific rules in AP I also apply
to air warfar, as long as there is a connection with protecting
the civilian population on land.

There are secondary sources which deal with the
laws of air warfare.8 These are based on customary
international law and nations are bound to them. The HPCR
2010 Manual on international Law Applicable to air and
Missile Warfare provides and updates statements of existing
international law applicable to air and missile warfare.9 The
air attacks on targets on ladn are governed by the rules
regarding war on land. When an aircraft flies over the open
sea or is engaged in combat with naval forces, the law of
naval warfare applies and it is largely restated in the San

Remo Manual on Naval Warfare. What remains is air-to-
air warfare, a situation of limited humanitarian importance
in respect of which the Manual on International Law
Applicable too Air and Missible Warfare has led to genuine
progress in clarifying the law.

The principla international agreement on aviation,
the Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago
Convention), establishes two separate classes of aircraft :
state and civil. State aircraft are defined as "aircraft used in
military, customs and police services".10  A civil aircraft
may be attacked if if becomes a military objective. State
aircraft used in customs or police services or other non-
military roles are distinct from military aircraft. Accordingly,
their markings should differ from those applied to military
aircract. Military aircraft engaged exclusively in specified
medical functions are subject to a separate legal regime
under the 1949 Geneva Conventions.11 Aircraft operated
by private security companies or other private contractors
not meeting the requirement to qualify as military aircraft,
are civilian aircraft. Once a former military aircraft is
operated, or commanded, by private companies, it loses
its statuse as a military aircraft and may no longer engage
in attacks in international amrmed conflicts, though it may
carry out security functions for the government, as
assigned.12

Military aircraft must bear a distinctive external
mark indicating nationality and military character.13 The
aircraft must be under coomand of a person duly
commisioned or enlisted in military service and be crewed
by military personnel. State practice has not established a
requirement for an exclusively military crew. The British
Manual defines 'militry aircraft' as a aircraft operated by
commissioned units of the armed forces of a state, bearing
the military marks of that state, commanded by a member
of the armed forces and manned by a crew subject to regular
armed forces discipline. The US government publications
define military aircraft as "all aircraft operated by
commissioned units of the armed forces of a nation bearing
the military marking of that nation, commanded by a member
of the armed forces and manned by a crew subject to regular
armed forces disciple, as well as unmanned aerial vehicles.14

Military aircraft can be used for bombing, interdiction,
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rescue, transportation and reconnaissance.
The are different views on the precise vertical and

horizontal extent of airspace. For practical purposes, it can
be said that the upper limit to a state's rights in airspace is
above the highest altitude at which an aircraft can fly and
below the lowest possible perigee of an earth satellite in
orbit. Therefore, anything in orbit or beyond can be
regarded as in outer space.15 Belligerent military aircraft
may not enter neutral airspace. In case they stray, the neutral
State can use the means at its disposal to require the aircraft
to land within its terriory and shall intern the aircraft and its
crew for the duration of the armed conflict. Should the
aircraft fail to follow the instructions to land, it may be
attacked.

Military aircrews are combatants and entitled to
participlate in hostilities. While civilians are not entitled to
participate in hostilities, those accompanying the force on
military aircraft are entitled to POW status. In case civilians
participate directly in hostilities, they are not protected from
prosecution under the domestic law of the enemy if
captured. Both military aircrew and civilian crew on military
aircraft are entitled to POW status on caputre by the enemy.
Military aircrews on the ground are required to distinguish
themselves from the civilian population in the same manner
as other combatants. The captain, crew and military
passengers of military aircraft must wear a clearly
recognizable uniform with badges of rank at all times.16

When an aircraft is disabled and the occupants
escape by parachute, they shall not be attacked on their
descent.17 This protection is not afforded to paratroopers
descending from an aircraft;18  it is recognized that a
paratrooper can form intent to surrender while in descent,
but for practical purposes it is difficult to conceive how
that intent would be communicted effectively to the enemy
on the ground. While in descent, downed aircrews are hors
de combat. A person descending from a disabled aircraft
who takes part in hostilities (e.g., fires a weapon at the
enemy) or attempts to escape loses protection and may be
attacked. The destruction or an attempt at destruction of
the aircraft or any equipment or related document would
constitute a hostile act.19  Downed aircrew on the ground
is subject to immediate capture and retains combatant status.
On reaching the ground in territory controlled by the

adversary they should be given the opportunity to surrender
before being made the object of attack. They may be
attacked if they take part in hostilities, resist capture,
undertake evasion or escape, or are behind their own lines.
Their POW status and the protection begins with their
surrender or capture. A 'downed' aircrew who evades
capture in enemy-held territory is, until he surrenders, a
lawful target for attack. If he is captured when not in uniform
he runs the risk of being treated as a spy.

There is no specific law that prohibits the use of
civilian clothing or enemy uniform by downed aircrew when
seeking to evade capture in enemy territory. However, if
downed aircrew engages in hostilities while dressed in
civilian clothing they may violate the prohibition against
perfidy. If they collect intelligence information while out of
uniform, or give the appearance of having done so, they
risk being treated as a spy under the domestic law of the
enemy if captured. The lack of military uniform or other
distinctive symbol establishing combatant status per se does
not deprive downed aircrew of their right to POW status
on capture, but it will increase the possibility that such status
may be denied. Military aircrew forced to land in neutral
territory due to navigational failure, combat damage,
mechinical failure or other emergencies are subject to
internment by the neutral State for the duration of the
conflict.

 The general principles of the law of armed conflict
apply to air attack upon military objectives on the ground.
Air attacks on military objectives have the same legal
standards as other means and methods of warfare. In the
conduct of air attacks against targest on land, the following
rules are to be followed : (i) attacks are to be directed only
against military objectives; (ii) the civilian population and
individual civilians must not be attacked and must be
protected against the dangers arising from military
operations; (iii) civilian objects are to be protected; (iv)
indiscriminate attacks are prohibited; (v) cultural objects
are specially protected; (vi) air bombardment must not
destroy or render useless objects incdispensable to the
survival of the civilian population; (vii) the natural
environment is to be specially protected; (viii) works and
installations containing dangerous forces are to be protected
from attack; (ix) attacks on non-defended localities and
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zones under special protection are prohibited; (x)
precautions must be taken in air bombardment to avoid
civilian death or injury and damage to civilian objects; (xi)
unless circumstances do not permit it, effective advance
warning must be given or air bombardment that may affect
the civilian population.20

Article 49(1) of AP I defines attack as acts of
violence against adversary, whether in offence or in defence.
The AP I prohibitis attacks on the civilian population and
civilian property regardless of whether the attacks is on
land, from the air or from the sea.21  In addition, IHL
prohibits indiscriminate attacks, attacks on installations and
works containing dangerous forces and the use of methods
and means of warfare which are intended or may be
expected to cause damage to the natural environmental
and thereby to prejudice the health or survival of the
population. All these specific rules in Protocol I also apply
to air warfare, as long as there is a connection with
protecting the civilian population on land.22  Article 57
imposes a burden of "constant care" to "spare" civilians
and civilian objects. Accordingly, individuals planning or
ordering an attack shall do everything feasible to verify
that the objectives to be assaulted are neither civilians nor
civilian objects. the burden is on the commanding officer
to ensure that information is accurate and to require
additional data in the event of doubt or uncertainty.
Decision-makers are to adhere to the principle of
proportionality and to refrain from an attack that may be
expected to cause indidental injury or loss of civilian life or
damage to civilian objects which would be excessive in
relation to the concrete and direct military advantage
anticipated. Military aircraft and other aircfart that are
military objectives may be attacked by any method, means,
or weapon not otherwise prohibited, including ground-to-
air and air-to-air missiles, and explosives or incendiary
projectiles. It is prohibited "to make any military objective
located within a concentration of civilians the object of
attack by air-delivered incendiary weapons". It is also
prohibited "to employ laser weapons specifically designed,
as their sole combat function or as one of their combat
functions, to cause permanent blindness to unenhanced
vision."

Missile or unmanned combat aerial vehicles

(drones), whether remotely or acting autonomously, may
engage in attacks as long as they qualify as military aircraft.
Acts or threats or violence in the course of missible
operations can not be pursued for the sole or primary
purpose of spreading terror among the civilian population.23

Belligerentsconducting missile operations must take all
posible measures to search for and collect the wounded,
sick and shipwrecked, ensure their adequate care, permit
their removal, exchange and transport, and search for the
dead.24  Missile attacks must be conducted in accordance
with those feasible precautions applicable in case of air
attack and must avoid or minimize collateral damage.

Medical aircraft are military or civilian aircraft,
designed exclusively for medical transport on a permanent
or ad hoc basis and subordinate to a competent authority
of a party to conflict, and must have national emblem and
the distinctive emblem on their wings and hulls.25  Medical
aircraft may not be the object of attack. Unless agreed
otherwise, flights over enemy or enemy-occupied territory
are prohibited. Medical aircraft flying over enemy territory
or close to enemy lines can be given a summons to land by
the enemy to undergo an inspection. The purpose of the
inspection is to verify that the aircraft is being used in
compliance with the Geneva Conventions. The pilot must
obey this summons as refusal allows the enemy to legally
open fire on it. The aircraft with its occupants must be
allowed to continue its flight after examination. In the event
of alighting involuntarily on land or water in enemy territory.
the wounded, sick and shipwrecked, as well as the crew
of the aircraft, are to be treated as POWs. The parties to
the conflict are prohibited from using their medical aircraft
to attempt to acquire any military advantage over and
adverse party. The presence of medical aircraft shall not
be used in an attempt to rende military objectives immune
from attack. Medical aircraft shall not carry any armament
except small arms and ammunition taken from the
wounded, sick and shipwrecked on board and not yet
handed to the proper service, and such light individual
weapons as may be necessary to enable the medical
personnel on board to defen themselves and the wounded,
sick and shipwrecked in their charge.26

Of late there have been a number of cases of aerial
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intrusion above foreign territories. Lissitzynl has outlined
the following standards of international law in respect to
the treatment of intruding aircraft :

(a) Intruding aircraft must obey all reasonable
orders of the territorial sovereign, including orders to land,
to turn back, or to fly on a certain course, unless prevented
by distress or force majeure...

(b) In its efforts to control the movements of
intruding aircraft the territorial sovereign must not expose
the aircraft and its occupants to unnecessary or
unreasonably great danger - unreasonably great, that is, in
relation to the reasonably apprehended harmfulness of the
intrusion...

(c) Intruding aircraft, whether military or not, and
whatever the cause of the intrusion, are generally not entitled
to the special privileges and immunities customarily
accorded to foreign warships... The propriety of the
exercise of jurisdiction by the territorial sovereign over the
intruding aircraft and their occupants if further determined
by other normally applicable rules of international law.

(d) Despite the unqualified assertions of the
sovereignty of the subjacent states over the airspace and
the express prohibitions of unauthorized entry of foreign
state aircraft which are found in international conventions,
there is a right of entry for all foreign aircraft, state or civil,
when such entry is due to distress not deliberately caused
by persons in control of the aircraft and there is no
reasonably safe alternative... Foreign aircraft and their
occupants may not be subjected to penalties or to
unnecessary dtention by the territorial soveregn for entry
under such circumstances or for entry caused by a mistake,
at least when the mistake has not been due to negligence
chargeable to the persons in control of the aircraft...

(e) The international of belligerent aircraft and their
occupants in neutral territory is governed by special rules.27

However, a civil aircraft may also indulge in such
bostile missions as espionage, smuggling or aid to
subversive activities. It may be simply a ruse to hide its
hostile character. The interception of civil aircraft by military
aircraft must be done in accordance with the international
standards adopted by the International Civil Aviation
Organization in virtue of the Chicago Convention and it's

limited to determine the identity of the aircraft. The use of
deadly force against civilian aircraft in flight is equivalent of
pronouncing the death sentence of its occupants without
the hearing of a trial. Respecting the international standards
or interception of civil aircraft is a necessity. Humanitarian
principles, which are part of international law, require that
any shooting down of aircraft should be preceded by
warnings to land and it is only when the warnings have
been disobeyed that resort may be had to attack.28

The armed conflicts in the former-Yogoslavia, Iraq,
Afghanistan and Syria have shown  that the increased
civilian deaths and injuries are the outcome of high-altitude
bombing strategies. The developed States have attempted
to defend their illegal acts on the basis of "new weapons",
"changed circumstances", "expanded concept of reprisals"
or "self-defence." The result is that the laws of warfare and
particularly those of air warfare have not kept pace with
the technical developments.

Since the beginning of the history of aviation, the
use of aircraft and missiles for military purposes revealed
an efficient and dangerous weapon in the arsenal of State.
Aircraft, including drones were initially used as observatory
post, and then they took a more active role in combat. The
air power has now become a destructive and deadly
component of warfare. There is no specific body of law
devoted to air warfare; however, the Hague Ragulations
and the 1977 AP  I contain restrictions, prohibitions and
guidelines for the use of force in air warfare. In addition, to
be legal, hostile aerial operations must comply with the
four principles of humanitarian law : limitation, military
necessity, humanity and proportionality. Furthermore, all
the rules of customary law apply to air warfare.
Bombardment from the air of combatant troops, defended
places or military objectives (including railways, munitions
factories, military depots, communication hubs, oil refineries
and other places devoted to the support of military
operation or the accommodation of troops) does not
constitute a violation of the law of aerial warfare. There is,
however, a need for an international initiative to draft and
disseminate a set of strict standards governing air warfare
and to hold individuals personally accountable in the future
warfare.

*****
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INDIA’S SECURITY AND THE INDIAN OCEAN
R A Maslekar

Landing of terrorists on Mumbai coast in November 2008
and subsequent mayhem caused in the city by killing of scores
of residents jolted the country’s security experts and political
masters from their somnolent attitude towards securing the
vast coastline. The historical mindset that threat to India’s
security would emanate only from the northern land borders
had led to neglect of coastal defence infrastructure and
myopic security appreciation. India has over 7500 kms of
coastline giving it a large economic exclusive zone.
Additionally the Lakhadweep and Minicoy islands on the
west and Andaman and Nicobar islands in the east of the
mainland further add to the EEZ. The country is able to
generate considerable offshore economic activity in terms
of marine products and contribute indigenously to its quest
for energy security. India has also been allotted a large area
in central Indian Ocean to explore sea-bed for rare minerals.
Large number of minor and major ports, while not yet
adequately modernised to handle greater volumes of trade,
have been instrumental in the country’s economic progress
based on exports and imports of goods. It is also because of
the Indian Ocean that the country gets the south west
monsoon current bearing life sustaining rainfall. It would
thus be pertinent to state that the Indian Ocean and its
constituent Seas and Bays have a direct connect with India’s
march towards being a developed country in the near future.
Any disruption in this connect will have disastrous
ramifications to India. India’s national security will be under
threat if any of the components of its comprehensive national

power gets denuded or degraded through adversarial action.
It will be manifested as disruption in energy as well as goods
trade through piracy deliberately sponsored or aided by those
inimical to India. Although the world had witnessed high
levels of piracy along the coast of Horn of Africa and in
South China Sea, the reach of this scourge was seen close
to Indian shores when one Pirate mothership was sunk by
lndian navy close to Minicoy lsland in the year 2011, Illegal
deepseatrawling for marine product in the lndian EEZ
adversely affects its port potential and is a direct threat to
well being of millions of its citizens whose levelihoood is
dependent on the ocean. The possibility of Illegal migrants
occupying uninhabited island territories is quite high due to
deficiency in round the clock surveillance and monitoring
capabilities Instances of some of smaller islands of Andaman
and Nicobar being occupied for some duration for fishing
activities have been detected in the past. These illegal
migrants colluding with terrorists cannot be ruled out.
Increasing marine pollution because of oil spills and other
effluents due to ever rising shipping traffic along the sea
lanes of communicating passing through Indian EEZ is yet
another threat which the country is unable to obviate.
Offshore oil drilling rigs and processing platforms could be
started to cause serious disruptions to India’s indigenous
energy production. In ane strategic thought has to delve
deeply on importance of Indian Ocean to India as its life line
as well as a threat. Writing in the 1940s, K M Pannikar, a
noted historian had argued that "while to other countries the
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lndian Ocean is only one of the important oceanic areas, to
India it is a vital sea. Her lifelines are concentrated in that
area, her freedom is dependent on the freedom of that water
surface”. One of the great freedom fighters, Vinayak
Damodar Sawarkar, stepping on the shores of Andamans
while being interned at the Cellular jail in 1911, had envisioned
these islands as sentinels of mainland security. He had written
in his autobiography “My Transportation for Life” about the
need to develop Andamans as India’s forward naval base in
order to dominate the maritime area around and guard any
naval incursion on the mainland from the East. The late prime
minister Jawaharlal Nehru summed up India’s concerns rega
rdingth reats from the ma ritimefrontwhen hestated that H
istory has shown that whatever power controls the Indian
Ocean has, in the first instance, lndia’s sea borne trade at
her mercy and, in the second, India’s very independence
itself.” To summarise, India’s key security considerations
include:

•The accessibility of the Indian Ocean to the naval fleets
of the world’s most powerful states. Steady rise in Chinese
naval footprint in the Indian Ocean Region.

• The proliferation of conventional military power and
nuclear weapons among the region’s states

• The large Islamic populations on the shores of the ocean
and in its hinterland which have come under influence of the
radical and extremist leade rs hip.

• Illegal immigrants and human trafficking.
• India being made a conduit for illegal trade in arms and

narcotics.
• The oil wealth of the Persian Gulf. Critical dependency

for energy security by many developed and developing
countries.

• The importance of key straits such as Hormuz and i.ca
for world trade and their possible effect as choke points.

Supplementing its diplomatic and political initiatives, lnis
shaping its growing military capability for envisaged threats
emanating from and in the IOR. These forces should be
able, should the need arise, to prevent militaries especially
the air forces and navies of hostile nations to have freedom
of operation in the Indian Ocean. They should be able operate
in distant waters with impunity to safeguard Indian maritime
and economic interest and if need be project power over
mainland of hostile nations Most critical capability is to have
all round surveillance, interception and interdiction capability
over key cho points, on vital islands, around the littoral, and
along key sea routes.

India seems to be playing a catch up game in terms of its
capacity building to country likely threats to its interests in
lOR It has to be very clearly understood by the pol makers
that the strategic scenario may not unfold as envisaged and
hence the nati needs to be prepared for the unexpected.
The interests of outside powers in the 10 may grow to such
a level as to be in direct confrontation with those of India. It
would then depend upon the wisdom and all the diplomatic
acumen of the national leadership whether India stands firm
or acquiesces to the adversary. Hence, if India sees IOR as
primary area to pursue its national interests it is quite
apparent that there is no escape from building adequate
deterrence, and a credible and effective military response.

R A Masiekar had served in Indian Air Force for over 35
years. He has extensive operational flying experience as a
helicopter pilot in the country as well as abroad. He flew in
DR Congo as part of Indian peacekeeping mission. Officer
has deep interest in militar. diplomacy, security and strategic
studies. He has published many articles in various national
defence journals.

Retd. Air Commandar
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Role of India In “Asean Plus Six” in reducing Trade Imbalace

Prof. Anant G. Amdekar

Role of India in "ASEAN plus Six" in reducing
trade imbalance in Indo- Pacific Region, leading to
prosperity & growth through co-operation - a tool for
Conflict Resolution.

ASEAN has been establishing itself as a platform for
Asian integrations and co-operations, working with other
Asian nations to promote unity, prosperity, development
and sustainability of the region, as well as working on
solutions to resolve disputes and problems in the region.
While mainly focusing on the Asia-Pacific nations, ASEAN
also established communications with other parts of the
world, to better promote world peace and stability. The
organisation has a global reputation of promoting goodwill
and diplomacy among nations, shutting out any biased
opinion or decision, and carrying the principle of non-
interference.

Role of ASEAN -
1. ASEAN territorial waters cover an area about three

times larger than its land counterpart. - So maintaining
peace & efficient use of Sea-lines of communications is
imperative.

2. Member countries have a combined population of
approximately 625 million people, 8.8% of the world's
population. - Hence huge market for other players -
Countries need to use it to its advantage.

3. Formation of ASEAN plus Three (China, Japan &
South Korea) in 1997 - To counterbalance the growing
influence of the United States in Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC)

4. ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) - It is an agreement
by member nations concerning local manufacturing in
ASEAN countries - If fostered by respective countries
then will lead less import dependence and will help in
reducing trade imbalance.

5. Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) - This
scheme was adopted as a schedule for phasing out tariffs
with the goal to increase the "region's competitive advantage
as a production base geared for the world market - again
a measure to reduce import dependence of its me'r nations.

The above mentioned highlights narrating role  of
ASEAN is aptly mooted by President of Indonesia Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono in the conference held on 15th
December, 2008 - "This is a momentous development
when ASEAN is consolidating, integrating, and transforming
itself into a community. It is achieved while ASEAN seeks
a more vigorous role in Asian and global affairs at a time
when the international system is experiencing a seismic
shift". Referring to climate change and economic teavaI,
he concluded "Southeast Asia is no longer the bitterly
divided, war-torn re it was in the 1960s and 1970s". (Quote
- Unquote)

However, resurgent economic growth of China and India
in last 2 decades has laid to expansion of territorial
boundaries' for trade and commerce and its evident
presence in Indo-Pacific region. Economic growth
invariable leads to positive built up of reserves on Current
as well as Capital Account. Such Capital base makes these
countries to look outwards for investment opportunities.

However, these investments come with its perils e.g.
increased interference of such investing nations in the policy
making of neighbouring states. Continuing interference leads
to political ambitions leading to empirical behaviour at any
cost - be it use of military aggression.

Growing trade and commerce activity thereby involving
high economic stakes make such countries under the pretext
of safety and security; deploy military power on the Sea
routes -

Balancing the imbalance in Trade:
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ASEAN plus six (Australia, China, India, Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea).The trade bloc was formed to
promote facilitates economic, political, military, educational and cultural integration amongst its members. The bloc and
its partners have gained global prominence due to setup of offshore manufacturing facilities and thereby having an
impetus to the intra-trade and inter-trade carried out by the bloc through maritime routes in the Indian Ocean.

Table 01: Trade of ASEAN countries

The Indian Ocean has some of the busiest maritime routes viz, the South China Sea, Suez Canal, Bab el
Mandeb, Strait of Hormuz, Strait of Malacca, etc. encompassing key choke points for energy trade and
merchandise goods. These maritime route since long have been plagued with natural calamities, transnational
maritime disputes and piracy. The incidence of piracy is the highest in the Indian Ocean.

Reporter Partner 2014
Export

Import 2015
Export

Import 2016
Export

Import

Maritime Route Armed Robbery & Pirach
Incidents
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Source: Review of Maritime Transport 2016- Acts
of piracy and armed robbery against ships reported
to IMO in 2015; http://unctad.org/en/
PublicationsLibrary! rmt2O16_en.pdf

In the wake of these developments, few more
Doklam like incidences in APEC region are
certainly on cards. Such scenario calls for more
restraint and prudent behaviour on the part of big
brothers in the region like China & India. The
Author is of the opinion that “It requires
paradigm shift in the mindsets of enomically
dominant nations that ‘Instead of growth at any
cost, mutual gain .mproving inter-dependency
be it economic, cultural, sports etc with peace,
unity & security as corner stones of growth in
Indo-Pacific Region’.”

Another challange for ASEAN in this direction
is the recent ruling by the Permanent  Court of
Arbitration in favour of the Philippines, which found that
China had no basis for its expansive claims to territorial
waters in the South China Sea. The ruling has resulted in a
further escalation of tensions between China and other
claimant states, several of which are members of ASEAN.
The ruling may prove to be a critical juncture for the region.
- Mimer & Sctler (2016). The ruling importantly
demonstrates the strategic challenges for ASEA which has
failed to reach a consensus on the South China Sea ruling
despite several rounds of talks (Rapp-Hopper & Krejsa,
2016).

Further area of concern is, ASEAN currently trades
more with other countries (80%) than among its member
countries (20%). Therefore, ASEAN economies are more
concerned about currency stability against major
international currencies, like the US dollar. To counter such
exigency, ASEAN members considered Asian Currency
Unit (ACU) on the similar lines of monetary union of EU.
The Author is of the opinion that since on macroeconomic
conditions, ASEAN member countries have different levels
of economic development, capacity, and priorities that

translate into different levels of interest and readiness, such
major step requires caution, as Monetary Union is the
ultimate stage in integration of markets. Experiences and
difficulties faced by EU cannot be overlooked. In this
regard, more matured approach and experience of India
weathering South Asian currency Crises and 2008 US Sub-
prime crises will be of great help to ASEAN member
countries.

In this context, "The ASEAN Way" Philosophy assumes
greater importance. Logan Masilamani and Jimmy Peterson
- Professors atiSimon Fraser University has aptly
summarised it as -"A working process or style that is informal
and personal. Policy- makers constantly utilize compromise,
consensus, and consultation in the informal decision-making
process... it above all prioritizes a consensus-based, non-
conflictual way of addressing problems. Quiet diplomacy
allows ASEAN leaders to communicate without bringing
the discussions into the public view. Members avoid
embarrassment that may lead to further conflict."

Bill Hayton - Author of "South China Sea: the struggle
for power in Asia" - published by Yale University Press -
expressed that "ASEAN's 'natural' role is to be that of a
security, community uniting all Southeast Asian countries
as a bloc against rising great power rivalries".

It has been said that the merits of the "ASEAN Way"
might be usefully applied to global conflict management".
Though it has its own limitations like Myanmar, Cambodia,
and Laos emphasise non-interference while older member
countries focus on co-operation and co-ordination. These
differences hinder efforts to find common solutions to
particular issues, but also make it difficult to determine when
collective Action is appropriate in a given situation. The
author is of the opinion that India can use its growing
economic dominance in brbng these players on a table and
work out mutually acceptable solution based on Consensus
and co-operation. ASEAN plus Six is definitely a step in
this direction.

Contribution of India to ASEAN members:
Over the years there have been several sub-regional

initiatives linking up India and the ASEAN viz. ASEAN-
India Free Trade Area (AIFTA), South Asia Sub-regional
Economic Cooperation (SASEC), Bay of Bengal Initiative
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for Multi Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) and the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar
corridor (BCIM) and the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP).

India has been also keen in improvingconnectivity bysea
forASEAN countries, the recent Kaladan Multi-
modalTransitTransport project with Mayanmar, Mekong-
India Economic Corridor and the setting up of ASEAN
Connectivity Coordinating Committee (ACCC) for
Maritime Connectivity between India, Myanmar, Thailand,
Cambodia and Vietnam which is aimed at creating soft
infrastructure in order to permit seamless movement of
goods and passenger traffic along the ASEAN-India
connectivity corridors.

India demonstrates itself as a contributor to the lndo-
Pacific balance through joint military exercises, patrolling,
port calls, anti-piracy missions and humanitarian missions.
It remains to be seen if such measures will be perceived as
credible enough by the ASEAN countries owing to their
territorial conflicts with China in the South China Sea. As
illustrated in the recent Delhi Dialogue with the ASEAN
members, wherein the ASEAN members are keen having
Indian presence in the South China Sea and undertake a
leadership role in order to maintain stability in the region.

Although India has increased proximity with the ASEAN
countries, India have been emphasising the ties with its
geographical neighbours viz. Bhutan, Nepal and Sri Lanka.
With countrieslike Bhutan and Nepalbeinglandlocked have
beendependenton Indiaforits maritime trade, they are by

large in consensus with the Indian foreign policy. Sri Lanka
on the other hand is also an emergingtrade hub owing to
itsnatural advantage in the Indian Ocean and
islargelydependentforestablishingitselfas primetrade node
intheregion .India has also positioned itself forthe
neighbouring countriesan anchorto socio-economic
development as well.

By the exception of Pakistan, it has been seeking cse
aid The China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is an
attempt made by both the Indian neighbours to gain strong
foothold in the Indian sub-continent. While Pakistan is in
consensus with China's foreign policy, China has adopted
multi-lateral diplomacy by increasing trade with India as
well in the past couple of years.

In the light of the above discussions, the Author is of the
opinion that "Owing to the shared interest in the Indian
Ocean for growth and development, it has become highly
important for the ASEAN and its partners to consider a
border perspective of "Indo-Pacific region". This
perspective, currently in its new stage can be said to rest
on three pillars of culture, commerce and connectivity
between the countries. However the transnational issues
amongst the countries are one of the key components
withholding the development of this perspective. With China
and India finding themselves emerging as important players
in the global balance of power it is prudent for them to
establish a foothold over the Indian Ocean in order to gain
prominence in the Indo-Pacific region.

CS Anant Amdekar is practicing company secretary with 8th rank in India, Visiting Faculty at
Various Managemenet Institutes in Legal Aspects.
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INDIA’S GROWTH
Dr. Sudhakar Kasture

Trade imbalance is a serious concern for any developing country. If imports are more than exports, it not only puts
pressure on exchange rate but also impacts the employment  in the country. The situation has become much more
serious due to globalization & explosion of technology / communication techniques in the last 20 years. A simple
example of this is increase in import of mobile handsets and similar devices. The value for import of mobile handsets and
similar devices (HS code 8517) has touched U 16.16 Billion in the year 2016-17.

The world itself is in imbalance when it comes to economic development & trade; activities. China was nowhere on
world scene prior to 1980 & today it occupies number one position in exports. The top 3 countries of the world (China,
USA & Germany) count for more than 25% of world trade in goods.

Is this situation alarming for a country like India, which hopes to become a “very important” country if not super
power? Considering the annual growth & our population we are likely to attract attention of all major countries as they
see it as an opportunity to expand their trade. Imports, therefore, will not require any promotion but if import increases
& export doesn’t, it will create serious problem for us.

How do we analyze the situation, then?
Let’s have some actual details. Our exports & imports for financial year 2016-17 are US $ 276.28 billion & US $

384.32 billion respectively. The world statistics from Wit shows that, 30 countries (including India) account for
approximately 82% of world’s imports & exports. It is therefore essential to analyze the trade balance with remaining
29 countries. This is shown in the following table:

Trade Balance 2016-17
USD Million USD Million USD Million

Sl.No. Name of the Country India’s Export India’s Import Trade Balance
1. China 10,196.61 61,286.24 -51,089.55
2. USA 42,331.3 22,343.53 19,987.79
3. Germany 7,213.14 11,583.64 -4,370.50
4. Japan 3,855.59 9,756.21 -5,900.62
5. Netherlands 5,084.92 1,895.71   3,189.21

divided between countries and everyone wants to source the goods from those countries which are most competitive.
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This in turn requires adaptation of technology and process
expertise. This does not necessarily mean expertise
manufacturing alone. It also includes expertise in services
as well. Most of the consumer products today require
'design' as pre manufacturing service and 'branding and
distributing' as post manufacturing service. The
competitiveness of a country is therefore seen as a
combination of manufacturing processes & services. India
has a great chance as we have large SME sector. However,
this is not really reflected in our trade efforts. There are
many reasons for this like lack of awareness, technology
gaps, skill development, transaction costs etc. etc. Unless
these issues are sorted out, our SME strength would remain
unrepresented in the larger context. It is also important to
note that, this is the sector which provides employment on
large scale.

2. Impact of technology:- The developed world is talking
of Fourth Industrial Revolution, internet of things & use of
artificial intelligence in the area of manufacturing. Robotics
& big data analysis are another two factors, which add to
the complexity & cost of all businesses, It's ironical that,
we provide solutions to rest of the world except to our
own systems. It's very common to hear that, our servers
do not work & international trade transactions get
hampered because of system failure. This is not happening
once in a while but happening almost regularly.

We need to understand that, international trade is an
area where buyers do not wait indefinitely for any one. If
we cannot deliver, the buyer has many options, hence if
we need to increase exports we need to make sure that
our systems should work 24×7×365.

3. Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) & transaction
cost:- TFA is an important mile stone for the WTO. This
agreement has come into effect on 22' February, 2017 &
aims to reduce transaction costs & red tape worldwide.
This also aims at bringing impartiality, transparency &
discipline related to charging of fees. When implemented
fully it is expected that, it will add to $ 1 trillion worth of
business worldwide on an annual basis. We therefore need

to make sure that, our exporters become aware of the
provisions of TFA.

4. Free Trade Agreements (FTA):- FTAs are being e
red left, right & center by and between countries. This has
resulted in bilateral Uade or trade within geographical
blocks on preferential terms. As a country have also started
negotiating with many important economies of the world
mbs offer concessions in custom duties & therefore are
important tools to increase our exports. Unfortunately, we
are more defensive in our approach. We need to
become aggressive & present our interests
supported by proper statistical data in order to have
better market access. We are a large market ourselves
& hence, we are definitely in a better position to
ask for duty concsssions to get legitimate market
access for manufactured goods. Again, awareness
about FTAs continues to be a big concern.

5. Our Focus:- We need to be port oriented. It
should be our national interest & priority. While we
need ease of doing business & competitiveness, we
also need facilitating attitude, particularly at the
hands of Government’s field formations. Exporters
need to be respected. (Our Hindi films show them
as villains)

At the end, we must realize that, today’s world is
economic in nature. Trade is an important aspect of
global economy. If we wish to achieve our legitimate
position in the world, it cannot be achieved merely
by talking about past glories. We need to showcase
that, we are relevant & good trade partners. A surplus
trade balance would definitely be a symbol of our
economic strength.

Let’s achieve this by putting our whole hearted
efforts, collectively.

 Director, EXIM Institute ( A Division of Helpline Impex Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai)
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NATIONAL SECURITY

Yogesh Udgire

What is a Cryptocurrency?
It is an encrypted data string that denotes a unit of

currency. It is monitored and organized by a peer-to-peer
network also known as a blockchain, which also serves as
a secure ledger of transactions, released in 2009 as open-
source code. Blockchain technology made it all work,
providing a system where data structures (blocks) are
broadcasted, validated, and registered in a public,
distributed database through a network of communication
endpoints (nodes).

Cryptocurrencies have no borders anyone can send
them anytime anywhere, without delays or additional/
hidden charges from intermediaries. Given their nature, they
are more secured from fraud and identity theft as
cryptocurrencies cannot be counterfeited, and personal
information is behind a crypto graphic wall.

What has Cryptocurrency to do with National
Security?

It enables "transactions which financial authorities can't
interdict".

"It's just a more recent and increasingly more common
way of transacting that serves anyone looking for alternative
payment methods."

There are actually over 700 cryptocurrencies, but only
some are readily traded in open market.

Over the past few years, several experts have voiced
concerns that the Islamic State and other terrorist groups
can use or are using cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin as a
new funding stream to further their operations. Its proven
that the use of digital currencies among terrorists is not

widespread yet. Terrorist financing methods and
cryptocurrency technology are both dynamic, however, and
the world could soon see the worst-case scenario unfolding.
Greater pressure on existing terrorist finance methods
coupled with easier-to-use cryptocurrencies that give users
greater anonymity may well lead to a large-scale adoption
of ttie technology by extremists.

At present, cryptocurrencies and not a ready to-go
solution for terrorist financiers. Most types afford only
limited anonymity and the conducting know-your-customer
(KYC) and anti-money laundering (AML) no, its becoming
difficult being anonymous. It is difficult to quickly transfer
large amounts of money through these systems currently
but the way the prices are skyrocketing days are not far,
also there is limited acceptance of digital cash in regions
where many terrorist groups are most active i.e. the Middle
East and North Africa. With digital, the terrorists are getting
access to international financial system, new cryptocurrency
technologies are proving to be an attractive alternative,
adopting fast and if so, how quickly, is difficult. The answer
depends on a host of unknowns, such as what other
technologies are around the corner, how the public uses
new cryptocurrencies, and how useful or safe they prove
to be. Digital currency could be used for general funding,
for money laundering, or to pay the personnel, msociates,
and vendors that keep the terrorist machine running. But
there can be bairiers to use as well, depending on the type
of group and how its operations are firnced, partly because
the latter is difficult to convert into a form that could be
readily used. Most crypto currencies offers neither sufficient
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anonymity nor ease of use for would-be donors, and until
that changes, it remains unlikely to become a significant
source of funds. Large network of associates in drug and
other illicit markets in Latin America's to-border area
integrate many important cryptocurrency services, such as
exchanges where cryptocurrency is bought and sold, into
various anti-money-laundering programs

The more successful a currency becomes, the greater
the pressure from users and other stakeholders to work
within the traditional financial system and abide by these
laws. Greater scrutiny by authorities will inevitably follow.

Examine how to "scale up" Blockchain technology for
faster banking, trading, clearing and settlements. With all
the trepidation bitcoin has brought, it's underlying
framework, the Blockchain, has begun to spread like
wildfire as more and more imagineers, developers,
scientists, cryptographers, mathematicians etc. begin to
build new concepts around the decentralisation of trust itself.

Challenges of Cryptocurrency Evolution to
National Security

De-anonymization is currently the largest issue
preventing terrorists from using cryptocurrency.

Additionally, sophistication terms of cyber technology,
with a wide variety of tools at their disposal. They could
attack terrorist groups through vulnerabilities not known
to the public. Furthermore, even if the crypto currency itself
is secured, the computers used for the transactions are
vulnerable to the same types of attacks any computer
system is, including social engineering, hacking, and physical
destruction. Even without these challenges, some terrorist
organizations distrust systems funded by Western
governments or researchers.

Despite these limitations, technological progress
promises advances that could accelerate the adoption of
cryptocurrency for both lawful and illicit uses, including
terorist financing. Many of steps currently required to secure
anonymous use of cryptocurrencies are not user-friendly.
requiring a moderate degree of sophistication and the

cumbersome manual transfer of data from secured offline
systems. But these usability challenges are likely to fade.

Best practices for security will become more
widespread as they become easier to use and better known,
which has been the case with other technologies e.g
WhatsApp, traceability of transactions, anonymization, and
the ability to hide IP addresses. For now, cryptocurrencies
are unlikely to be stable enough or trusted enough for
widespread use-and funding is only one small but critical
part of terrorist operations. Although cryptocurrency
technologies continue to have significant limitations for
terrorist use, those barriers should decline over time and
cause the use of digital currency to spread to other groups.
Terrorists' embrace of cryptocurrencies is not yet apparent,
but it is not likely far off on the horizon

The research, being conducted by Yaya J Fanusie of
the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies, is looking
as much at how Blockchain can help prevent illicit activity
as how it can enable it.

"What is needed is a more informed discussion about
what the implications may be, because there's so much
defensiveness - there's defensiveness on both sides, and I
think we should come a little bit to the center, point out
potential threats, but also point out benefits it has."

Bitcoin was being used as part of the 'WannaCry'
ransomware attacks, in which an estimated 200,000 victims
were asked to pay bitcoin to regain access to encrypted
computer files.

While potential threats to national security - such as the
raising of funds for terrorism, the circumventing of sanctions
and the ransoming of vital infrastructure - remain worth
researching, Enumerated an International Expert named
Fanusie.

"Controlling shouldn't always start with criminal
responsibility," she believes.

President Trump recently signed a foreign sanctions bill
into law that included provisions mandating that governments
monitor crtocurrency transactions. The bill was passed by
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the U S Congress last year and is cted at Russia, Iran, and
North Korea. ....Lyudmila Bokova (deputy chairwoman
at Federation Council's constitutional committee)

The policy makers have to address a question :"How
do Government deal with something that they can't control?"

“Bitcoin is like a rebellious teenager, it wants to do
its own thing’ he said. “So what do you do? Do you
ban it? No, you want to have a good relationship with
it and influence how it develops”

The Australian government has just recognized
digital currency as a legal payment method. Since July 1,
purchases done using digital currencies such as bitcoin are
exempt from the country's Goods and Services Tax to avoid
double taxation. As such, traders and investors will not be
levied taxes for buying and selling them through legal
exchange platforms.

Japan, which legitimized bitcoin as a form of payment
April, 2017.  already expects more than 20,000 merchants
to accept bitcoin payments. Other countries are joining the
bandwagon, albeit partially: businesses and some of the
public organizations in Switzerland, Norway, and the
Netherlands. In a recent study, unique, active users of
cryptocurrency wallets are pegged between 2.9 and 5.8
million, most of which are in North America and Europe.

But what does the acceptance and adoption of digital
currencies have to do with online threats? A lot, actually.
as cryptocurrencies like bitcoin gain real-world traction,
so will cybercriminal threats that abuse it. But how, exactly?
What does this mean to businesses and everyday users?

Unfortunately, the same apparent profitability,
convenience, and pseudonymity of cryptocurrencies also
made them ideal for cybercriminals, as ransomware
operators showed. The increasing popularity of
cryptocurrencies coincide with the incidences of malware
that infect systems and devices, turning them into armies of
cryptocurrency-mining machines.

Cryptocurrency-mining malware use similar attack
vectors

Bad guys turn to using malware to skirt around these
challenges. There is, however a caveat for cybercriminal
miners: internet-connected devices and machines, while fast
enough to process network data, don't have extensive
number-crunching capabilities. To offset this,
cryptocurrency-mining malware are designed to zombify
botnets of computers to perform these tasks. Others
avoided subtlety altopther-in 2014, Harvard's
supercomputer cluster Odyssey was used to illicitly mine
ecoins. During the same year, a similar incident happened
to US agency National kience Foundation's own
supercomputers. In early February 2017, one of the US
Feal Reserve's servers was misused to mine for bitcoins.

Cryptocurrency-mining malware can impair system
performance and risk end users and business to information
theft, hijacking, and a plethora of other malware. And by
turning these  macnines into zombies, cryocurrency malware
can even inadvertently make its victims part of the problem.

Bitcoin was the central currency on Silk Road, the
infamous and anonymous marketplace that was only
accessible over the TOR anonymous browsing network
on the deep web, and which was closed by the FBI in
October 2013. Silk Road was a heven for drug sales,
hitment, dodgy porn and other illegal goods.

This prompted US Senator Charles Schumer to call for
the site to be shut down, explicitly linking it to bitcoin, which
he called a “surrogate currency” and then the US DEA
seized bitcoins from a US resident for purchasing a
controlled substance in June 2013.

In August 2013, 22 bitcoin companies involved in bitcoin
were subpoenaed by the state of New York, a US judge
ruled that bitcoin is a form of money; and the Bitcoin
Foundation received a cease and desist letter from the state
of California.

A recent article in Newsweek, Leah McGrath Goodman
reports that hundreds of experts inside the nation’s Defense
and intelligence agencies, as well as private-sector
researchers in finance, technology and various think tanks
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across the country—some of them under contract with the
U.S. government—are now investigating how virtual
currencies could undermine America’s long-standing ability
to disrupt the financial networks of its foes and even
permanently upend parts of the global financial system.

“There is a real danger and a challenge here with respect
to virtual currencies,” says Juan Zarate, a senior adviser at
Washington think tank Center for Strategic and International
Studies and on the board of advisers forSan Francisco’s
Coinbase, one of the most popular virtual currency
exchanges in the world. “And it runs contrary to the very
fundamentals of the transparency and accountability that
we’ve tried to build for the last three decades to tackle
terrorism, human trafficking, money-laundering and many
other types of criminal activity.”

This ability to financially disrupt, disable and dismantle
nefarious networks, is crucial to national security, The
biggest concern about virtual currencies, Zarate says, is
that terrorists and other enemies might create one so
powerful and so untrackable, that they’ll no longer need
the global banking system, The world uses to financially
starve them

Defense and intelligence agencies are already trying
t4gure out how they might infiltrate or block such a malicious
financial network.

Computer Science has hired hundreds of technologists
and experts across the banking, insurance and health care
sectors to, which Satoshi Nakamoti, the founder of bitcoin
revolutionised.

Bala Venkataraman, global chief technology officer of
banking and capital markets for Computer Sciences Corp.,
a digital information-technology company whose sister firm,
SRA Inc., runs the IT backbone of the National Security
Agency (NSA) comments:

“In a cryptocurrency world, you know who becomes
the bank?" he asks. "You and I. You become not just the
bank, but the central bank. And that can have enormous
ramifications  for things like sovereign authority. By 2040,
I think we may be fully transitioned over to cryptocurrency.
I don't think anyone can stop it from happening."

With the introduction of Blockchain, a disruption of the
global banking system is inevitable," he added in the article.

No one can stop it from happening? No one except the
Americans perhaps - and very likely under the banner of
Homeland Security and the Patriot Act.

One significant terrorist act on US soil, alleged or proven
to be funded by Bitcoin or another cryptocurrency is very
likely all it will take ransomware called WannaCry used
leaked hacking tools stolen from the National Security
Agency to attack an estimated 200,000 computers in 150
countries.

He has worked on several projects from E-Commerce, Bio-Technology, Engineering &
Education, domains.
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Ensuring the Sea’s Indian Maritime Security Strategy.

Dr. Sachin Pendse

India has somehow overlooked the importance of Indian
Ocean and had been pre-occupied by its own continental
considerations. The importance of Indian Ocean for India
is due to three basic factors. Firstly its central location along
the Indian Ocean global trade routes that have gained
importance in recent decade as it is connecting the major
engines of the international economy in the Northern Atlantic
and Asia-Pacific. Secondly the Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
is home to some two billion people. The region infested
with a range of complex socio-economic and political
conflicts that pose a threat to peace and stability not only
in the IOR but also globally. However, the densely
populated littoral is also vulnerable to natural or
environmental disasters. Finally, the Indian Ocean is rich in
natural resources. Forty per cent of the world's offshore
oil production takes place in the Indian Ocean basin.

Today, the almost 90,000 vessels in the world's
commercial fleet transport 9.84 billion tons of goods worth
5 trillion USD per year pass through the Sea Lanes of
Communications (SLOCs) of Indian Ocean to reach nine
major ports. Of the total energy resources some 36 million
barrels per day equivalent to about 40 per cent of the
world's oil supply and 64 per cent of oil trade travel through
the entry ways into and out of the Indian Ocean. Its 4.2
billion inhabitants speak over 3,000 different languages and
constitute 61 per cent of the global population. The 36
regional nations they dwell in constitute two of the three
largest economies as well as 10 of the 14 smallest. These

nations also have seven of the world's 10 largest standing
militaries and five of the world's declared nuclear states.
With 66 per cent of global oil, 50 per cent of the global
container traffic and 33 per cent of global cargo trade
passing through the IOR, which stretches from the Persian
Gulf to the west to the Malacca Straits in the east.

Post globalization era saw rapidly changing geo-political
and geo-strategic checks and balances in the Indian Ocean
Region (IOR). India, in its own way had set on path of
economic liberalization and growth that had these
imperatives in securing its Sea lanes of communications
and its own maritime domain. The rise of Asian economies,
particularly China and India, increasing importance of
SLOC's passing through Indian Ocean and reduced
presence of USA 1OR, changed the strategic imperatives
for India, India looked upon, as a bacing regional force
had to change its policies particularly with its maritime
domain. Indian Navy remains the principal expression of
India's maritime power playing acentral role in her security
and national interest in maritime domain. It, with these
imperatives, the Indian Navy, formulated a policy document
in 2015 known as the "Ensuring Secure Seas", the Indian
Maritime Security Strategy.

The Indian Navy in its two policy documents published
earlier, articulated the Indian Navy's maritime strategic
outlook, defined its parameters of its employment, and
provided overarching guidance for its evolution as a combat
force With the dynamic strategic dimensons and increasing
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importance of its maritime domain, the earlier policy
documents had to be revised to, form the third maritime
guidance policy document in 2015, "Ensuring Secure Seas",
the Indian Maritime Security Strategy. (IMSS-2015).

The key determinants that shaped the maritime security
strategy include;

* Broader maritime strategic imperatives.
* Specific maritime security drivers. The key to

development of the strategy is India's dependence on seas
for national development and steady shift in global economic
and military imperatives. The strategic imperatives look into
the unique maritime location of India and its reach across
the IOR which is also the hub of global trade and commerce.
Another important feature is of India's relations with its
maritime neighbours and role in maritime neighbourhood
based on mutual respect for international laws and desire
for cooperative, inclusive development.

The maritime doctrine has increased focuses on
1. Safety and Security of seaborne trade and energy

routes, especially in the IOR
2. Importance of maintaining freedom of navigation and

strengthening the international legal regime at sea, and
3. Cooperation and coordination between navies to

counter common threats.
The maritime security drivers have shown increased

complexity particularly due to traditional and non-traditional
threats, with continuing increased challenges across the
regional maritime security environments. This called for
increased focus on these threats. The increased role of
Navy to address to both these forms of threats needed
structural and organizational changes to strengthen
mechanisms for inter agency coordination for maritime
security.

The dedicated focus  on
a) Combating persisting nature of threats emanating from

sea
b) Strengthening mechanisims for inter agency

coordination and cooperation and
c) Developing seamless cohesive maritime security

framework.
The National Maritime Interests in strategy:
1. Protecting India's sovereignty and territorial integrity

in maritime environment.
2. Promote safety and security of Indian citizens,

shipping, fishing, energy supply and resources in maritime
domain.

3. Pursue peace and stability and security in India's
maritime zones, neighbourhood and other areas of maritime
interest.

4. Preserve and protect other national interests in
maritime domain

India's Maritime Security- Its Aim and Objectives:
1. To deter conflict and coercion against India.
2. To conduct maritime military operations in a manner

that enables early termination of conflict on terms favourable
to India.

3. To shape favourable and positive maritime
environment, for enhancing net security in India's areas of
maritime interests.

4. To protect Indian coastal and offshore assets against
attacks and threats emanating from sea.

5. To develop requisite maritime force levels and maintain
the capability for meeting India's maritime security
requirements.

"Ensuring the Secured Seas" thereafter changing
everywhere same expression:

Indian Maritime Security Strategy' is an outcome of
comprehensive review of India's maritime environment,
including prevailing threats, challenges, and future trends.
Comprising of five constituent strategies, each with its
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multiple doctrinal roles and associated objectives, Ensuring
Secure Seas, provides a holistic perspective. The Indian
Navy will continue to grow in its force levels and capabilities
for undertaking the range of missions, tasks and
responsibilities to provide overall maritime security and
safeguard national interests. The efforts to develop three
elements of naval combat power i.e conceptual, human,
and physical will be pogressed. The focus will remain on
developing and maintaining the navy as a formidable force,
multi-dimensional, balanced, and networked force, capable
of countering the full range of maritime threats and
challenges.

As stated earlier, "Ensuring the Secure Seas" has evolved
out of changing global geo-political situations. Though
futuristic, it will probably have to realign itself as the checks

and balances will change in the highly volatile scenarios
keeping in mind the China, North Korea and Pakistan
factors and the rapidly spreading intensity of Low Intensity
Conflicts (LIC), maritime terrorism etc. Prime Minister Shri
'Narendra Modi' unveiled a four-part framework for the
Irian Ocean which focuses on: defending India's maritime
territory and interests; deepening economic and security
cooperation with maritime neighbours and island states;
promoting collective action for peace and security; and
seeking a more integrated and cooperative future for
sustainable development. This framework was more or less
in tandem with the naval policy, though published a bit later.
The focus remains on India's core strategic arena of the
Indian Ocean. It is now that the Indian Navy has a greater
role to play.

Sachin Pendse is a Prof. of Commernce in Mumbai and kenly intrested in maritime security
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Chidambaram Committee Report : Some issues related
to India Bangladesh Border

Jisnu Basu

In search of 'Capacity building and institutions for Border Security", a high power parliamentary committee was
constituted under chairmanship of former union finance minister  P. Chidambaram. Leaders like Sitaram Yechuri of
CPI(M), Adhir Ranjan Choudhury of Indian National Congress, Kakali Ghosh Dastidar and Derek O'Brain of Trinmool
Congress were the members of the committee. A considerable number of members were also there from Bharatiya
Janata Party. Rest of the members were senior secretarial staffs of Government of India.

The report was submitted to Rajya Sabha and laid on the table of Lok Sabha on April 11, 2017. The report
bearing a reference number of 203 and compiled with 110 odd pages is an outstanding documentation of the present
state of bordering areas of the country. As the committee had been constituted with members of different political
parties, it cannot be marked as politically biased one.

India- Bangladesh Border (IBB) has been prioritized as most sensitive area in the report. At present a large
number of battalions and border out posts (BOPs) engaged on the international borders of the country are deployed in
IBB.

Border Border Guarding Force No. of Battalions No. of Border
Out Post

India-Bangladesh Border Security Force 82 1011
Border (IBB)

India-Pakistan Border Security Force 57 656
Border (IPB)

India-China Border Security Force 32 172
Border (ICB)

India-Nepal Sasastra Seema Bal 31 473
Border (INB)

India-Bhutan Sasastra Seema Bal 16 157
Border (IBhB)

India-Myanmar Assam Rifles 15 83
Border (IMB)

Table 1 : Deployment of Security facilities in different international borders.
Present situation of  Fencing along India Bangladesh Border :

Ministry of Home Affairs submitted a statement to the Committee regarding the present situation of border
fencing. As per the declaration of the ministry the total length of India Bangladesh border is  4096.7 Km, the length
covered by physical barrier is only 3006.48 Km. Ministry committed to construct 1090.22 kilometer physical barrier
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by March 2019.  However the Committee opined, "Ministry was able to complete only 21Km of fencing in 17months
since July 2015"
Cattle-Smuggling through IBB :

The committee identified the following as the primary reasons for proliferation :
1. Densely populated areas and presence of nearly 300 villages within 150yards of the IBB.
2. Cattle seized by the BSF are handed over to the Customs, Customs arrange auction, and cattle find their way back

to the smugglers.
3. Local population in the bordering districts is deeply entrenched in smuggling.

Committee furnished the following accounts of cattle seized by the security forces.

Year Cattle seized by BSF

2012 1,24,724

2013 1,22,000

2014 1,09,999

2015 1,53,602

2016 1,46,967
Table 2 : Cattle seized by Border Security Force
The Committee has opined that, West Bengal State Government has failed to implement its own  order dated

01.09.2003 that outlaws existence of any cattle  Haat within 8Km. of border area.
Recommendation of Chidambaram Committee regarding Cattle Smuggling  at IBB.

a. West Bengal Government should implement its own order dated  01/09/2003  for barring  Cow Haat
within 8 Kilometer

b. Cattle trading should be prohibited within 15 kilometer from IBB
c. Customs Department should arrange the transportation of cattle and auction at a distant place.

Ground level realities :
The situation at the bordering area is even worse than the narrated fact in the report. At present cattle smugglers

constituted two big syndicates; one is operated from Bahrampur, Murshidabad and the second one from Kolkata
(Bashirhat). Syndicate owners are getting on an average 70 lac rupees hard cash per day against a regular payment of
bribery to officials and the party in state power. A very small portion of local villagers are involved in cattle smuggling.
Both Hindu and Muslim farmers of the bordering blocks earnestly request BSF and Police to stop cow smuggling as
their crops are heavily damaged by the movement of cattle during night. As the local goons are involved, common
people don't dare to lodge formal complaint. In addition to that a large number of smuggling agents have become
Panahayat members with political favor.

Operator Battalion Border area
Average number of cattle
smuggled per day

Kolkata (Bashirhat) 144 Bn Ghozadanga Border 700

based syndicate 160 Bn Hingalgunge 500
Murshidabad 43 Bn Asharda Ghat 2000
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based syndicate Taranagar Ghat

Bhaghabangola

Sarbamongola Ghat

83 Bn Roshanbag

Akhrigang

Table 3 : Cattle smuggling through India Bangladesh borders of West Bengal.

It is actually difficult to find out the amount of money paid to the central and state law restoring agencies. As per
the local smugglers the bribe to central agency is paid in gold bar. A considerable number of jewelry shops in Bashirhat

only fabricate gold bars throughout the year. The profit sharing against smuggling of one 7 mon ( 280 Kg.) cow is

presented under :

Process Price (INR) Remarks
Procurement of the Cow 42,000/- Collected from different parts of India and

procured by the Smugglers from  Hatts

within 8 Km of the border or procured from

Transportation from Haat 1,200/- Beneficiary : Local transporters

to border
Direct labor 2,500/- Beneficiary : Local villagers

Fake herdswomen 1,000/- Beneficiary : Local housewives

Local Police Station 1,500/-

Border Security Force 11,000/- Generally paid in Gold bars

Bangladesh Rifles 1,542- Taka 2000/-

385/- Taka 500/-

Sale Price 1,00,000/-

Profit 38,873/-

Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) arrested Muhammad Inamul Haque, a Murshidabad based cattle smuggler

on February 28, 2018 for paying bribe to Jibu D. Mathew, a commandant of the 83rd Battalion of the BSF posted in

Roshanbagh border. ( The Hindu, March 6, 2018 ; Times of India, March 7, 2018),

Smt Bharati Ghosh (expelled IPS, earlier very close to CM) publicly announced on 10 February, 2018 that

Trinmool used Md. Unus Ali Mondal, an international cow smuggler to lodge a complaint against her. "They have made
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an international cow smuggler lodge a complaint against me, whose case was dismissed by the Honourable Calcutta

High Court. I know so many police officials and political parties who are involved with him. I will see CID in court. I will

fight this battle."( Indian Express February 14, 2018).

As a matter of fact daily hard cash available with the owner of Bashirhat (Kolkata ) based operator and

Baharampur ( Murshirdabad) based operator is  about Rs. 55.9 lac and  Rs. 86 lac respectively. It is learned that one

political leader takes a monthly amount of 25 Crore through his agents from the smugglers.

Communal and antinational link of cow smugglers :
Anti national and Jihadi activists are very active along IBB. After Burdwan blast incident it has come up in

national media. Fabrication units of Improvised Explosive Device (IED)  at Khagragarh, Burdwan in 2014 exposed

several dangerous developments. Fabricated IEDs are supplied to Bangladesh. Madrashas in bordering districts are
beeing ground of Jihadi terrorism. In 2010 head of a Kolkata based forensic laboratory reported that ultra-left groups

provided all kinds of help for transferring technology of radio controlled explosive device and remote controlled explosive

device from Talibans through Kashmiri millitants. Cow smuggling syndicates are funding unsanctioned Madrasahs and
Etimkhanas (orphanages) in bordering districts. Communal groups are also continuously supplying Bangladeshi children

to the orphanages.

Jihadis organized wide spread riots in Bashirhat subdivision in 2017. The well planned organized riots started

apparently after an objectionable post in facebook by a minor Hindu boy. During Bashirhat Riots fundamentalists

shouted "Ultra-Left" slogans ( ). An international religious conference had been arranged on 22 July,

2017 at Bashirhat immediately after riots. Foreign delegates from UAE, Soudi Arabia and Bangladesh were supposed

to be present in the meeting. Ultra left leader, Choton Das was also invited as a speaker. Police finally stopped the

program after receiving serious objection from West Bengal BJP.

Working Condition of Border Guarding Forces (BGF) personnel : Committee elaborately discussed

about the working condition of BSF jawans at India Bangladesh border. It has been found that, due to shortage of

manpower, Jawans are forced to perform 16-18 hours of duty in a day. The Committee expresses its deep anguish over

the neglect of basic necessities to the Jawans by the Commanding Officers. Chidambaram committee strongly
recommended for construction of Observation Post and Ambush-cum-petrol shelters.

Fake Indian Currency Notes (FICN) : Transfer of fake currency notes through international border has

been pointed out as one of the important security concern. IBB is very much vulnerable, to FICN smuggling.

Border 2014 2015 2016
India-Bangladesh Border 1,94,52,000 40,69,800 1,26,56,000

India-Nepal Border 5,83,700 13,16,500 6,89,050
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Table 4 : Fake Indian Currency Notes seized by Security Forces.

Drug Trafficking : The committee has identified a strong well-knit drug smuggling syndicate along India
Bangladesh border. This network is spread throughout West Bengal, Tripura, Meghalaya, Assam and Mizoram. Generally
cough  syrup, pain killer injection/ patches are illegally sent to Bangladesh. Some synthetic drugs are regularly smuggled
to Myanmar and Bangladesh. Chidambaram Committee has pointed out two important points for increasing incidents
of drug trafficking at IBB.
a. Easy availability of restricted drugs in the bordering villages of West Bengal.
b. Due to river line border in a large portion of IBB it is very difficult to control drug trafficking.

Connection of drug trafficking with Raliachak riots, 2016 : For the last few years Kaliachak block of
Malda district became infamous for drug trafficking. Kaliachak is an epicenter of illegal drug trade. After Afghanistan,
Kaliachak is the place where poppy farming, weapons smuggling and radicalization make a strong nexus. Kaliachak
police station is about 8 km away from India Bangladesh border. In last 7/8 years several hundreds of cases were
started by Kaliachak police station against drug trafficking, weapons smuggling and communal activities. On January 4,
2016 communal forces arranged a big agitation in front of Kaliachak police station. Akhilesh Singh, an unknown
political leader of Uttar Pradesh uttered some abusive words against Islam. The offender had no farthest connection
with Kaliachak or West Bengal. After a few hours agitation Kaliachak Police station was set ablaze in open day light.
Jihadis tampered and burnt off crime records of last 10 years. Police station was attacked by a few thousand people
and policemen flew away to save their own lives.

Recommendations of the committee : Chidambaram committee submitted several recommendations for
capacity building in bordering areas. Some of the recommendations have been found to be very useful for India Bangladesh
Border.

A. Reengineering of Border Out Post (BOP) :
The committee has recommended to reduce the inter BOP distance to 3.5 km. This would be an important step

to stop the ongoing irregularities along IBB. The proposal for establishing Observation Post and Ambush-cum-petrol
shelters would be very useful for integrated border security.

B. Completion of Physical Fencing :
The committee recommended for completion of physical border fencing along the India Bangladesh border.

Most difficult portion is covering river boundary. A chain of advanced, well equipped and modern Floating Border Out
Post ( FBOP) may be the only feasible solution.

C. Modernization plan :
A precise plan has been submitted for modernization of Border security infrastructure. Use of infrared devices

for night time observation has been proposed. Installation of Flood lighting along the fencing would be very useful to
prevent all kinds of malpractices. 

Faculty member : Saha Institute of Neuclear physics, Kolkata.
0000
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Doklam Standoff : Confronting the Dragon’s rage
Dr. Sanghamitra Choudhury

Kaushik Choudhury

The stand-off that began in the month of June, 2017
between two of Asia’s largest nation-states’ appears to
have subsided, at least for now. However, there is a
possibility of Doklam becoming a national headline again
in near future looking at the latest development from the
Chinese side. The tiny stretch of land that forms the
trijunction of India, Bhutan and China has significant
strategic importance. China wants to construct a road until
the Jampheri ridge that is about five km southwards from
their current area of control. This would widen the control
of the PLA over the Doklam plateau from about 8-9 km
presently (from Batang La to Amo Chu river) to 12-13 km
(Gamochen to the river). A wider control extending
southwards would provide better access to Chiness forces
to the ‘Chicken’s Neck’ or Siliguri Corridor that forms the
only and vital link to India’s northeastern states. China harps
back to the 1890 Anglo-Chiness convention that
demarcated and delimited the boundary in the Sikkim
sector, claiming on its part, that the boundary extends to
Mount Gipmochi as per the convention. India, however,
cites the principle of alignment and watershed in determining
Batang La as the extent of the boundary. Moreover, the
2012 agreement signed between India and China too refers
to the maintenance of ‘status quo’ on trijunctions and
prohibits either party from altering it unilaterally without
tripartite consultations, which in this case include Bhutan.
The Bhutan factor :

The 1890 convention isn’t the most appropriate
method of dealing with the Doklam region as Bhutan is an
integral party to the current standoff. The territory is mired
by long-standing claims dispute between Bhutan and Tibet
which remains unresolved. As such, India and Bhutan enjoy
an unrivalled relationship in the region which was solidified

by the India-Bhutan Friendship Treaty of 2007. China has
continuously nudged towards occupying strategic space in
India’s neighbourhood and Bhutan is no different. It wants
to drive a wedge between India and Bhutan, notably
because Bhutan was the only country in South Asia that
sided with India by not attending the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) meeting held in China. China has offered to swap
Doklam for territories it holds on Bhutan’s north. This has
not materialized because of India’s renewed self-assurance
and an underlying confidence in its relationship with Bhutan.
By invoking India in its official communique on 29th August,
calling on the three parties to resolve trijunction related
issues amicably, Bhutan has demonstrated that any future
settlement of the Doklam plateau will essentially involve
India. India, on its part, must continue to fulfill its duties as
a good friend and neighbour, keeping in mind Bhutanese
sensitivities related to sovereignty and strategic
independence. India has an Indian Military Training Team
(IMTRAT) stationed in west Bhutan and Indian Army
regularly cooperates with the Royal Bhutanese Army. These
efforts should continue apart from cooperation in sectors
such as clean energy, trade, and human resources.
China’s Strategic goals :

China’s military adventurism in the strategic Chumbi
valley needs a thorough analysis in the light of its larger
strategic goals. First, the timing betrays an urge to get back
at India for its snubbing and vehement opposition of the
One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative and coincides with
the visit of Indian PM’s visit to the USA. The Malabar
exercise jointly held between India, Japan and the US
signaled a growing alignment of each of these countries’
strategic aims particularly with regard to freedom of
navigation – a plank on which China’s ambitions in South
China Sea have been criticized.
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Second, the recent standoff affirms the Chinese
strategic thinking as regards to the border areas with India.
Having built impressive infrastructure along the border in
Tibet, it wants to prevent India from catching up. India has
been unable to complete works in almost two-thirds of the
roads sanctioned for being built. The 2013 Depsang
incident serves as a reminder, when China wanted to
dismantle the bunkers on the Indian side in Chumar. The
halt in construction of the road in Doklam by China was
preceded by an official ‘slap’ jibe from its foreign ministry
regarding India constructing a similar road leading upto
Hot Springs in Ladakh sector of the border. There seems
to be a pattern here which China would play to its own
advantage in terms of border infrastructure.
India’s method of recourse :

India has astutely managed to prevent the Doklam
standoff to blow out of proportions. It has achieved a
diplomatic victory by drawing on the support of international
community including Japan, the US and UK. While Japan
was more outspoken in its support for India and releases a
detailed statement on Doklam, the US and UK’s riposte
was more carefully worded. As such, by praising India’s
maturity in dealing with moments of crisis such as the one
at Doklam, the US took a subtle dig at the vituperative and
irresponsible statements coming out of China on the issue.
India should show diplomatic agility and strategic creategic
choices it faces are either facing against China in concert
with the US or bandwagoning with the Chinese.

Further, India has imposed anti-dumping duty on
as many as 93 Chinese products such as tempered glass
used in mobile phone. Also, Chinese smartphone
companies and the UC Browser owned by Chinese giant
Alibaba have come under the scanner of Indian intelligence
agencies who’re investigating them for data theft. India needs
to be cautious of the threat of cyber warfare should relations
deteriorate between the two countries. Chinese smartphone
companies own over 50% of the Indian smartphone market
and the cyberspace could prove to be the new frontier
along which future battles will be fought. India, therefore,
needs to strengthen its cyber infrastructure to counter future
threats to its sensitive communications infrastructure. Also,
India need to redress its massive trade imbalance vis-a-vis

China at the earliest.
India has a powerful intangible resource at its

disposal namely soft power. India has been successful in
generating good will for itself in remote corners of the world.
Bollywood movies are greeted with full-house receptions
in theatres ranging from Senegal’s Dakar to Guyana’s
Georgetown. India should leverage a similar potential in
China where the earnings of the Indian movie Dangal fed
its’ collections in India. An effort to reach out to the regular
Chinese citizen through astute use of social media and other
sources, India could generate a greater goodwill among
the Chinese for itself. People-to-people contacts, academic
exchanges and efforts to find linkages in the cultural and
civilizational heritage of the two giant neighbours would go
a long way in preventing war between them. However,
one must not get carried away and remain alert and vigilant
of Beijing’s designs given the bitter experience of 1962.

Last but not the least, the time has come to
introspect and implement its neighbourhood policy. China
has been able to gain major strategic and economic space
in Nepal over the past few years and has become the largest
investor in the Himalayan republic. Its aid to Nepal was
over six times what India has been able to offer. It is
unreasonable to expect India to match the levels of
economic power that China possesses in the current
scenario, but over the long-term India should ensure that it
has invested in formation of strategic assets in India’s
neighbouring countries that rival China’s Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Maldives and Myanmar comprise the next step in
consolidating India’s strategic interest in its neighbouhood
besides Bhutan. A friendly neighbouhood policy based on
‘interdependence’ will be an insurance policy for all of us
against future Chinese belligerence which draws parallels
North Korea or a country that believes only in consolidating
her power with cult of personality.

1. Dr. Kaushik, Saurabh is a doctoral scholar in the Dept
of Peace Studies, Sikkim Central University.
2. Choudhury Sanghamitra is an Assistant Professor in the
Dept of Peace Studies, Sikkim Central University. Also
associated with U.N., fellow U.K.,  International Courts
of Justice.     *****
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Children & Women Trafficking For Reacing, Begging, Prostituion & For Labour & Job]
AN UGLY ATTACK ON HUMAN RIGHTS

Shib Shankar Chatterjee

IN INDIA : (Case Study Number - A ) :  "..... we en-
ticed teenaged girls, Khusiman (10) and Nabiran (12) from
their houses in the name of offering decent jobs to the
Santanagar area of Indian Capital city, New Delhi and later
forced them to two pimps.

One of them, Khushiman gave in marriage to Bihari
(that is, the resident of Indian State, Bihar) Muslim painter
and Nabiran to an unemployed youth against Rs. 05,000
each. These two young girls were carried the other Indian
states, at first to the West-Bengal, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh
(UP) and finally at New Delhi from their respective villages
of Western Assam's Howly area of Barpeta district in
North-East India.

At last a plan was made to transport them to Middle
East Country for begging. It was at that time, Assam Police
caught in red-handed from New Delhi …..", confessed
Mafiza Begum (24), who was deserted by her husband 08
year ago hails from Barpeta district of Eastern Indian State,
Assam, during the course of interrogation with her another
kingpin assistant of this wicked racket.

IN BANGLADESH : (Case Study Number -
B) : "….. what more we can say for everything is to all.
Our house is just at the end of the remote village area,
named Akredari under Satkhira district of Bangladesh. One
day, one Muhammad Abu Siddiqui Mali was in love with
me for the last few months and then promised to marry
me.

After that, he took me to India and started to inflict

repression upon me in various ways. At last, when it became
unbearable, I had to flee away from there. This sort of
bodily and sexually harassment are often mated to the
Bangladeshi underage or young women and teenaged or
minor girls, whose real account is beyond description. We
are mentally upset.
Truly speaking, the fact is that there is a section of people
of our (both village and town) country, who always make
scope to exploit the simple and innocent young and
teenaged girls and children like us by offering different
temptations, like offering jobs or making their mistress, et
cetera.

After that they take them to other semi towns or
towns and sell them at a reasonable place to people
engaged in petty business such as : rickshaw-pullers, taxi-
drivers or bus-drivers et cetera, who are waiting in the
rickshaw or bus or railway stations through some sly and
greedy Dhur (that is, middleman) and to bring us to Indo-
Bangla international border by hired motorcycle or Hally
or Helicopter (that is, ethnic rickshaw-van, which is covered
by a shade) in the guise of the ordinary passenger.

This way they are transported to the various parts
of the world, like Pakistan, United Arab Emirates, Iran,
Iraq, Saudi-Arabia, Oman, Middle East, West-Asia and
their prostituting houses from one hand to another and there
we got physically, mentally and psychologically inhuman
repression, which is beyond expression. Now we are
suffering from fear-psychosis …..", recalled the horrible
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incident, 19-years-old Shahida Khatun and her 18-years-
old sister Sabina Khatun.

(Source : Dainik Janakantha - Bangladesh, Dated
15.07.2002)

IN MYANMAR (BURMA) : (Case Study
Number - C) : ….. It was sometime in second week of
November, 2008. Abdul Malik (22-years-old), a
Bangladeshi jobless youth, and 447 numbers of others
Bangladeshi and Myanmarese nationals (belong to the
Rohingya Muslim community) - ages ranging between 18
and 60 - set sail onboard a private boat owned by Maulaya-
a-Durugib (who is an 'agent'). Maulaya-a-Durugib, the
human-trafficker of Bangladesh had promised all of them
good jobs and a new life in the countries like Thailand,
Malaysia, and Indonesia.

But, the dreams of Malik and others turned to
nightmare at Bay of Bengal Sea on December 25, 2008.
He luckily survived. But, many of the others - including
women and children - were not as lucky as he was. 103
numbers of them are now behind the bars after being
rescued by the Indian Coast Guard near Little Andaman -
an island of India. They include 68 numbers of Bangladeshis
and 35 numbers of Myanmarese. The remaining 344
numbers of nationals of aforesaid both the countries are
missing and the Indian Coast Guard authorities fear that
they might be dead by now.

The horrible incident once again brought under
focus human trafficking in South Asia. This is not the first
such incident though. It has been taking place since long -
due to shattered socio-economic infrastructure of the
countries like Bangladesh, Myanmar and other South-Asian
countries. Of these incidents, only a few come under media
glare, while most go either unnoticed or ignored or
unreported …..

(Source : Indian Coast Guard, Ministry Of
Defence,

Government Of India, Dated 28.12.2008)
"Transporting of any human being from one country

to another through means of implied or threatened or
deception violence is called Trafficking", according to the
Global Alliance against child and woman trafficking.

At present, children and women trafficking are a
common problem of South-East-Asia and South-Asia
countries in the world. Day by day, this problem is becoming
complicated. Everyday, every month and every year a large
number of children, women and girls are forcibly taken
across the border of India, Bangladesh et cetera for not
only "Camel Racing", "Begging", "Circus Activity" "Industrial
or Bonded Labour", "Maidservant" or "House Keeping".
"Child Care", "Restaurant-work", "Model", Daneer, "Au-
pairs", but also used for different purposes like -
"Prostitution", "Bogus Marriage for Bed-partner", "Bar-
dancer", "Making Porn-Films", "Slave" or "Sex-slave",
"Human Organ", "Adoption Racket", "Arms & Drug Trade".
Nowadays, in the world, children and women trafficking
have become a profitable business. It is an easy way to
make quick money. It is the third largest organized crime
after Arms and Narcotics.

In United Arab Emirates (UAE), Iran, Iraq, Saudi-
Arabia, Oman, Middle East, West-Asia (known as Persia)
and South-West-Asia (known as, Mesopotamia), South
Asia (Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand) countries et cetera,
Camel Racing is the most popular game or well-known
sport. In some places of the desert states, however, the
sport takes a cruel form : in place of trained camel-riders,
young children, both boys and girls are used. The children
often between 03/04 to 09/10 years and light in weight are
strapped to the camels. The animals are then whipped to
set them running and the terrified cries of the children spur
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the animals on. Unscrupulous middlemen bring the child-
jockeys often illegally, from impoverished countries.

A special 'circle', as they are locally called Dalal in
India, Bangladesh and Pakistan are found active in
connection with child trafficking in the Indian States like
West-Bengal, Assam, Tripura and including Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh (UP), Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Maharashtra
(especially in Mumbai city) and the districts like (including
Dhaka) Jessore, Rajsahi, Khulna, Satkhira, Mymensingh,
Dinajpur, Comilla, Sylhet and Brahmanberia of the then
East-Pakistan, that is, East-Bengal, popularly known as,
Purba-Bangla, presently, Bangladesh, which are the land
routes of this odd business.

More interesting fact is that especially in
Bangladesh, there are some female human traffickers, who
are locally called - 'Jhumkawali'. Their role in taking specially
the Bangladeshi young aged women and girls to the
mainland of the India as well as Pakistan and obviously in
the Middle-East countries, is the vital as they have link
with BDR, Police forces or Police pimps of Bangladesh
and the mediators of both the countries.

The Indian Police department has information of a
number of dubious institutions or farms and persons like -
'travel-agency' and the 'commission-agent', 'tout' et cetera
respectively that are involved in procuring and transporting
children, including maimed ones, to the countries of West-
Asia, South-West-Asia, where they are used in racing
camels, a merciless sport of desert region to extract huge
amount of money from the Ameer (that is, rich-man) or
begging. For this reason, even, they often purchase children
from person suffering from poverty and then manage to
sell them in Arabian countries at high prices.

In this connection, it may be also said that a group
of 'rich-magnets' get them involved either for bets or for
earning money by an easy means. Sometimes, these illegal-

transactions are done through anti-social-circles on
percentage basis. Apart from this, these unscrupulous agents
tent at Indian and Bangladeshi villages and force the poverty
stricken villagers to sell their minor girls and underage
women for "prostitution".

The Indian Police said, "Parents are usually offered
about between Rs. 500 to Rs. 01,000 for a child and for a
'handicapped' it is about Rs. 01,500 to Rs. 02,000
(depending on age, health, and submissiveness), while for
the girl child and young woman, it is around Rs. 05,000 to
Rs. 15,000 but depend upon looks, submissiveness, age,
health and maidenhood. The touts inform their contacts,
when they are able to 'buy' over 10/15 to 20/25 numbers
of child and 20/25 to 45/50 numbers of woman. The
children are officially shown as accompanying relatives to
'Gulf-countries' on tour".

Astonishing fact is, when the agents notice that they
are unable to carryout the children, minor girls and young
women to their destination - so-called 'hell' (that is, UAE,
Iran, Iraq, Saudi-Arabia, Oman, Middle East, West-Asia
and South-West-Asia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand
countries et cetera) through the international, interstate and
inter-district borders for the above unholy works, at that
time they make arrange 'False ludicrous Nikah' (that is,
marriage) and 'False Husband' for minor girls and young
women and 'False Parent' for children respectively to make
the trafficking as legal.

Apart from this, sometimes stepfather or
stepmother sell their children and minor girls to the touts to
earn more and more money, while on the other hand, in
this job orphaned children and young women, who are
also forcibly sold as 'False Wife' to men, who may resell
them to a person from which the person earn money. Not
only that sometimes, to run the houses, the person uses
these young women and minor girls as 'Maidservant' for
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domestic purposes or household works to their respective
farms and farmhouses.

On the other hand, the children transported to
foreign lands are often accompanied by their parents, who
usually pay agents about Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000 for a
job in Abu Dhabi, Sharjah and Dubai et cetera under UAE,
Muscat of Oman, Riyadh, Jeddah under Saudi Arabia,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand et cetera. Sometimes,
discount to the amount of 50% (per cent) rupees as the fee
is given to them for taking the children with them as their
wards.

As a result of this, sometimes, cash money from
around Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 25,000 is required to be paid to
the agent for a deal. For this, this people is required to sell
a little, what they have. The agents make them believe that
they can earn around 10,000 to 15,000 Takas (that is, in
Bangladeshi currency) or Rupees (in Indian currency) a
month if they can go there with their children. They are
further tempted that they can earn more if they can make
their children apt to riding camels. The agent has assured
that the children who will be taken for the sport of camel
racing will be provided with good foods and cloths. They
will live under the proper care and feel no want of anything.
Further, they will be given proper training for riding camels
and so on.

It is also learnt that the parents of the children have
transported from the previous mentioned places are promise
of 25 to 30 Tolas of Gold and Silver for this. In some
cases, some of the parents are harassed by employing
Police and have compelled them to agree to their proposals.

Sometimes, maidservants are employed to lure the
parents. They are thus taught that life in Arabia is a happy
and comfortable life and those, who will go there with them,
can enjoy the same. The 'Gang Stars' are composed of
local-agents (specially, 'village-broker' of India and

Bangladesh) end their work after handing over the children
and women, who have collected in this way to the agents
of Arabian countries and receive their immunization et
cetera, according to the list, which is done by the
Intelligence Bureau of India and Bangladesh.
Thus, throwing them in the 'dreamland' of affluence, these
people exploit the Bangladeshi and Indian inhabitants in
various ways. This children and women trafficking are done
in three ways.

Firstly : They appoint 'local- agents'. These agents
move round the region, where poor and destitute families
live, especially handicapped parents and make contact with
them on a deal. These agents live in an around the above
mentioned Indian States, specially Brahmaputra riverine
char or river-island or sandy-shore areas, under Dhubri,
Barpeta, Kamrup, Goalpara, Cachar, Hailakandi and
Karimganj districts of Assam and the districts like
Burdhman, Nadia, Birbhum, Maldaha, Murshidabad,
Baharampur, the then West-Dinajpur, that is, presently
South-Dinajpur, the then East-Dinajpur, that is, presently
North-Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri, Coochbehar and it's adjoining
areas of West-Bengal and also before mentioned districts
of Bangladesh.

Secondly : Another group of trackers live in an
around important Indian cities like Mumbai in Maharashtra,
Kolkata in West-Bengal, Chennai in Tamilnadu, New-Delhi
et cetera and Dhaka in Bangladesh et cetera, who have
established contact with persons connected with the deal
and gathered children and women for the deal.

Thirdly : There is another group, who has been
living in foreign countries like, UAE, Saudi Arabia, et cetera.
They prepare a list of various children and women to be
held or to be made engaged in unsocial work. They do it
by offering various temptations of money, ornaments and
good jobs. They increase the amount of the dealing as per
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the situation and its intensity.
"In the village of India and Bangladesh, most of

the parents are illiterate and ignorant of the consequences
of the deal. They are poor agriculturists, daily-wage-
earners, rag-pickers, daily-labourers, workers et cetera
use to do jobs for living except a few, who have other
means to support themselves. Their monthly income is about
Rs. 01,000 to Rs. 01,500", claimed a famous social-activists
of Northeast India.

Barring a few parents of these countries, who are
accompanied by their own children, the others are given
charge of the children by agents in India and Bangladesh.
From the above, it is clear that children, young girls and
women are exported to these aforesaid foreign lands from
above mentioned areas.

"This noxious business occur in above mentioned
districts of the Indian North-Eastern States like Assam and
West Bengal, where religious minority Muslim community
people live in large scale including earlier mentioned other
Indian States and also the above mentioned districts of
Bangladesh, where these men live under below poverty
line", disclosed one of the Inspector General of Police (IGP)
of Criminal Investigation Department of India (CIDI),
Gunottam Bhuyan.

In India, the agents of Mumbai, the capital of
Maharashtra is always alert of their functions. The
'Passport' or 'Visa' is easy to acquire. They prepare the
passports or visas of the children and women to be
transported as per the information have received from local-
agents. These passports are made in false name, which are
given to the candidates in the spot. Some are sent back,
when found not suitable for their purpose.

Thus, they are sent to them in foreign lands, where
final authority of the gang takes charge of these living beings
and then post them to the spot, where they are necessary.

They are engaged in the profession of begging, camel racing,
bed-partner and servant or maidservant et cetera.

In Arab, these unfortunate women and children are
kept in a house as per the system of dormitory. In a room,
the provision of 25 to 30 children is made. Everyday, from
08 am to 06 pm they are asked to prosecute the business
of begging beside the Masjid (that is, Mosque). They are
asked to utter, Haji-Baba, Sabil- Anna and sometime cry
in a piteous tone. This helps them to earn 30 to 40 Rial
(that is, in Indian currency Rs. 300 to Rs. 400) a day on an
average.

They select spots, where the beggars are posted
for begging are bought and sold by the agents at high prices.
Because, begging is a kind of captivating business to earn
easy money. It is for this reason the children (girl and boy)
are forced to adopt this profession.
These children don't know any 'Arabian Language' and as
such they cannot be taken to a distant place. Further, the
question of keeping secrecy is easily maintained by this
way.

In Gulf countries begging is illegal. It is forbidden
for they have to obey their religious bounding Jakat, which
is in vogue in Muslim countries. The children are brought
here for begging. According to the Jakat Law - no capable
man has the right to get the help of Jakat. This is why; the
child trafficking has vehemently practiced in these countries.

Astonishing fact is that many of these beggars are
the victims of the 'Polio', 'Thalassaemia', 'Malnutrition',
'Vitamin' deficiency, et cetera diseases and so it is not
difficult for the agents to use them in this purpose. These
people, who become the victims of this 'trade' doesn't know
anything about health and hygiene or of medical science.
Therefore, they think it is a curse of Allah (that is, God)
when any of the children fall victim of polio like diseases
and so they don't hesitate to part with them.
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Thus, these handicapped children make either by
diseases like polio et cetera or by any other artificial in-
human process, like 'burning their faces, chopping of their
hands, legs or make them to walk or crawl' et cetera in
order to make them object of getting mercy from people
and are required to set out for unknown foreign lands leaving
their beloved parents. The children are defaced or
deformed in that way that even their parents cannot
recognize them properly.

"Camel racing across the 'desert' is centuries-old
Bedouin tradition, which has become a money-spinning
sport in the oil-rich Middle east countries. We have earned
between $50/$55 to $105/$110 per month, but, we have
kept in prison like conditions, where we are consciously
malnourished to put us light so the camels may run quicker.
It is true that the children race at speeds of up to 40 to 50
kilometres per hour.

At times we are used to get so weak that they
keep stones in our pockets to raise our weight at the weigh-
in before the runs, reason : anybody, whose weight is too
low cannot take part in the race", revealed Muhammed
Munir, poor child of the Chachraan hamlet under (rural)
Punjab province of the nation, Pakistan, in front of the
Zubair Shad, director of a project to help and rehabilitate
child jockeys, run with UNICEF of Pakistan.

"….. I have more than 400 numbers to 500
numbers of friends. One day, I have seen, one of my best
friends has been killed in a race after his binding belt (that
is, nizgah)  knotted in the camel's legs, which is very painful
and I have lost my dear ….", cried Munir.

Sometimes, a female representative is selected to
become 'foster-mother' for a few children. This foster-
mother then put in temporary marriage with a male-head
for three moths or so. It is nothing but "sex-trade" and for
this around Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 25,000 is usually paid.

Observers and the local people are of the opinion
that the chief cause of children and women trafficking lies
in the present population explosion, unemployment,
poverty, abuse, divorce, violence, lack of alternative source
of income, polygamy et cetera in Bangladesh and the
religious Muslim minority community infested areas of India.
The scarcity of foodstuffs, clothing, sheltering and the high
prices of essential commodities aggravate the situation of
children and women trafficking in these areas. Over and
above, lack of good production in agricultural-fields,
industries, trade and commerce also add fuel to this rising
flame of trafficking in these areas.

The scholars and the Non Governmental
Organization (NGO)s also emphasized, "Truly speaking,
this ugly attack closely has observed in the society of
Muslim community, whose 70% (per cent) to 75% (per
cent) live in very poor conditions, which has compelled to
force them to do this evil deed".

But, the mysterious fact is that neither any religious
committees nor any authority of religious sections have
issued any bar for breeding this sort of inhuman children
and women trade and "flesh-trade". Even, the Haj-
authorities decline to believe the fact.
According to the observers and the NGOs of North-East
India, trafficking of women and children in South-Asian
countries is acquiring phenomenal proportions. In the
absence of data glean from empirical studies, woman's
groups have made a rough estimate that Indian and
Bangladeshi women are held in bondage in Arabian
countries including the Harem (that is, forbidden) of the
rich-men and also the Pakistani 'red-light' districts number
a little over 02,00,000.

Apart from this, in Bangladesh, it has estimated
that an average of 04,500 to 05,000 women and children
are smuggled to Pakistan every year. But, as per estimate
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by the Human Rights activists, 200/300 to 400/500 young
women and children are smuggled every month from
Bangladesh to Pakistan while according to the United
Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF) and the South Asian Association for Regional
Co-operation (SAARC) reports have said that on average
04,000 to 05,000 women and children from Bangladesh
are being deported to Pakistan in a year.

As per another report is concerned, in 1992, there
were 01,65,000 Bangladeshi women engaged in sex-work
in Pakistan. The figure is expected to have crossed 02
lakh at present. The Lawyers for Human Rights & Legal
Aid and even, the NGOs have calculated that
approximately 01,000 to 02,000 Indian and Bangladeshi
women are brought into Pakistan every month as 'human-
cargo'. More than 02,000 Bangladeshi women are
languishing in Pakistani Jail (that is, prison)s and have
charged under Pakistan's Foreigner's Act of 1946 or have
framed under the Hudood Ordinance that prohibits extra
marital relationships.

Archana Tamang, Coordinator of South Asia
Programme, United Nations Development Fund for
Women (UNIFEM) felt, "Trafficking of minor girls and
under aged women from the aforesaid South Asian
countries into the Middle East countries for the purpose of
prostitution was almost certainly the busiest 'slave traffic'
of its kind anywhere in the globe. Not only that the
breakdown of traditional industries and the attraction of
city life have resulted in trafficking assuming alarming
proportions".

Their plight has no solution, because, if they are
repatriated to India and Bangladesh, they can be
persecuted. Of the Indian, Bangladeshi et cetera earning
livelihood as prostituted in West-Asia, Pakistan et cetera,
20% (per cent) are under 18 to 20 years and nearly 35%

(per cent) have been abducted to the country under the
pretext of marriage and good jobs.

From North-East India and Bangladesh, women
are being sold for marriage at the rate of Rs. 25,000 to Rs.
50,000 to men, who can't afford 'dowry' both in North-
East India, Bangladesh et cetera. For example : there was
a case of 19 years old young virgin woman, Sakina Begum,
who was brought from a village of Kurigram district of
Bangladesh. Later, she was sold to a tout, who brought
her to Pakistan and sold again for marriage at the rate of
Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000. These victims, who are picked
up and made to suffer, further, required to under going
'sexual-assault' in the hands of the Police-pimps.

Another aspect of trafficking that has recently been
discovered is that of the Rohingya Muslim population of
Myanmar (that is, Burma). A large segment of this
population fled Myanmar for Pakistan and Bangladesh. A
large number of women from this refugee groups were
forced under circumstances of extreme poverty to join the
flesh-trade. There are several Rohingya Muslims in Karachi
of Pakistan also.

"In the recipient countries, as sex partners, the
demand for Indian and Bangladeshi underage women and
minor girls is more than Nepali, Bhutanese, Mayanmarese,
Malaysian and Indonesian girls. Because, they are
comparatively safer and free from HIV and AIDS. So, It
is easy to realise, why the Indian and Bangladeshi girls
have become a prime target for women and child traffickers.
Reason : they can easily allure the poverty stricken and
illiterate rural girls by promising them to give better life
through good jobs in the towns and the cities from where
they can receive monthly fat-salaried pays. And this is why,
women and children trafficking has been rising gradually in
an alarming rate in these particular two countries",
researched report of the socio-examiners.
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"The traffickers or international gangs even, keep
their eyes specially upon young women, minor girls and
children compared to men from backward villages and
semi-towns having poor infrastructure of Bangladesh and
India have become a prime target of the human traffickers
for women and child trafficking. The needy parents of the
aforesaid ill-fated simple girls of said villages and semi-
towns also fall prey to sweet words of the unsocial
traffickers as they hope for a better future for their Virgos.
Not only is that, from time to time, these above ingenious
young girls forcibly married off to old men by parents (even,
step-father, step-mother or step-brother or step-sister).
But, in the end, their daughters or sisters are trafficked
beyond the international border.

The sorrowful thing is that sometimes, trafficked
women and girls somehow manage to flee from the cruel
grasps of human traffickers; but, at last, they fail to regain
their 'status' in the civil society as usual as they are usually
compelled or forced to adopt the impure-work -
'commercial-sex'.

In this matter, the poor, innocent and simple parents
(basically belonging to remote villages or semi towns of
the said zone) either keep mum about missing of their girl
children for it means help them one less mouth to feed or
be benumbed with fear of police interrogation. Even,
sometimes parents refuse to accept their returned or
rescued girl-children for 'society' (!)", revealed the Official
of the Indian Assam State Police Force, Shyamal Saikia.

In the brothels of the South-East Asia, West-Asia
and South-West-Asian countries Indian and Bangladeshi
women and girl children are marked with labels to draw
attention to the clients because they look like 'good', 'fresh',
'young', 'low paid' and 'easy to tame', et cetera", admitted
social scholars. Apart from that another international gang
is reportedly engaged in human trafficking for business of

human organs (transplant) like kidney, eye and heart.
"It's a shame thing that yearly about 20 to 25 thousands
our women and children are smuggled out from Bangladesh
and so far around 05 to 08 lakhs women and children in
various ages have been trafficked to the South-East Asia,
West-Asia and South-West-Asian countries - Pakistan,
UAE, Iran, Iraq, Saudi-Arabia, Oman, Malaysia,
Indonesia, et cetera since 1980s. Not only that the sharp
increase in the women trafficking from Bangladesh are for
various 'social-problems' like early marriage, torture for
dowry, polygamy, Tallaq (that is, divorce), death of
husbands, widow, frustration in conjugal life and conjugal
quarrel et cetera from which the agents of the human
traffickers of the international mafia gang generally obtain
advantage. And for these aforementioned reasons, the
international human traffickers or gangs keep their eyes on
specially above these socially victimised women and minor
girl children compared to young men or boy for", rued
Executive Director of Bangladesh National Women
Lawyers' Association, Salma Ali.

"All international human rights charters are also
strictly against human trafficking but its rise could not be
stopped because the international racket of traffickers is
very strong and the law has limitations. The existing law is
stringent enough to provide punishment to the traffickers
but the law itself has some limitations for which it is difficult
to punish the culprits.

In most cases, these traffickers spend some days
in jail custody and then release on bail through the loopholes
of the existing law, which doesn't have precise and specific
guidelines or rule to different aspects of the offence.

Whenever human-traffickers are arrested from
international border areas, the law enforcers file cases
against them under Foreigners Act or Passport Act. As a
result, their offences regarding human trafficking do not
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come under legal procedure", claimed the noted lawyer of
Supreme Court of India, Arun JAILTLEY.

"The human traffickers cannot be punished under
the existing system for some other 'system' too, such as :
lack of proper and timely investigation by the police
personnel, weak sources, lack of filing cases and charge-
sheet files by the police stations and honourable courts
(whether it is 'Lower Court' or 'High Court' or 'Supreme
Court'), scarcity and absent of eyewitness, inefficiency in
processing cases, delay daily proceedings of the honourable
courts, leakage of sources et cetera allow the culprits to
go unpunished or the tough law is unable to give any kind
of instance of exemplary punishment of women and children
traffickers. Therefore, till any tough law is implemented,
no rectification or change will be brought about", conceded
the Lawyers of the Indian Bar Association.

Although, in this matter, Bangladesh, as the issue

of trafficking of minor girls, women and children draws
more attention in last 10 to 15 years. In the year, 2000, the
Government of Bangladesh had enacted a new law with
the provision of harsh punishment of the traffickers. In this
law, the maximum punishment is death sentence, while the
minimum is 10 years imprisonment for trafficking minor
girls, women and children.

The women's groups of South-East Asian countries
have demanded that the SAARC nations not only should
set up a commission to investigate trafficking of women
and children, but also should make fact-finding missions to
investigate and identify the trafficking syndicated, the routes
used and the criminal nexus that surrounds the trade. Even,
the women's groups have claimed that the Governments of
the said South-East Asian countries should take legal action
for dismantling trafficking networks.

Writer cum photographer from N.E., Associated with press TOI, Press Trust of India, CNN, IBn.
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Padma Bhushan 19th Kushok Bakula Rinpoche :
Monk-Scholar-Statesman

Maling Gombu, Advocate

The Year 2017 to 2018, the Country is celebrating
Birth Centenaryof Padma Bhushan 19th Kushal Bakula
Rinpoche, born on 21st April 1917, was an emanation of
the Buddha Amitabha and was one of the 16 direct disciples
of Buddha (Naytan Chudrug, or the 16 Arhats).

Ladakh, the border Himalayan region of India, the
land of Lamas-seat of Mahayana Buddhism was blessed
with the birth of a great personality-Kushok Bakula
Rinpoche-The Gandhi of modern Ladakh. The 19th
incarnation was Thupstan Chonjor born on May 14, 1917,
in the royal family of Matho village of Ladakh, a cadet
branch of the Royal House of Ladakh. His father was Prince
Nangwa Thayas and his mother was Princess Yeshes
Wangmo of the Royal House of Zangla, who was a niece
of the previous Bakula Rinpoche, Yeshes Stanba Gyaltsan.
He was the youngest amongst his siblings. He was the great-
great-great grandson of Tsepel Tondup Namgyal, the last
independent king of Ladakh.

He went to Lhasa (Tibet) at the age of 13 and
received education in the great Drepung monastery which
was the largest monastic institution in Tibet where he was
awarded the degree of Geshe Lharampa (the highest degree
in Buddhist metaphysics) at the age of 25 and go this Geshe
ordination from the 13th Dalai Lama. After returning from
Tibet he dedicated his life inserving the people of Ladakh
for their better future.

After the partition of the country and Independence
in 1947, the situation was very tense on the issue of princely

states joining the union of India. Maharaja Hari Singh in
Jammu & Kashmir was considering the option of joining
the union of India or to go  for Independence and not joining
with India or Pakistan. It was in this uncertain context, in
October 1947, that some bands of tribal militia from the
nascent Pakistan invaded Kashmir with the intention of
liberating its Muslim population from the Dogra rule and
joining it with Pakistan muslim country. Seeing the
vulnerability, that forced Maharaja Hari Singh to sign the
instrument of Accession on 26th October 1947. By early
1948, the tribal militia attack started from Skardu region
of Gilgit- Baltistan in the north of Ladakh and would soon
take over Leh. They had also occupied parts of Nubra
valley and from Zanskar side tribal pathans have advanced
towards Padum. It was at this hour of national threat and
security of the nation that 19th Bakula Rinpoche who was
a monk and had just returned from Lhasa after the studies
to Ladakh rose to the hour of need and called upon the
Govt. of India to send reinforcement and on his part united
the people and called upon the youth to support the Army.
He formed the youth group called the “Nubra Guards”, as
the nucleus of resistance to invading Pakistani tribal forces
to back the Army in the defence of the country. He went
from place to place in ladakh and organized the people to
come out in defence of motherland. In the meantime, the
Indian Airforce could land for the first time the Dakota
plane with Maj. General KS Thimaya on rough air strip
and supply for the forces reached and more forces added
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up and were finally successful in pushing the tribal Pathan
militia back and finally the hostilities came to an end when
a ceasefire was eventually agreed between India and
Pakistan on 1st January 1949. Thus, the valiant act of
Bakula Rinpoche secured India’s border with Pakistan and
it saved Ladakh and its ancient Buddhist culture.

General KM Cariappa, Chief of Army had learnt
about Bakula Rinpoche's exceptional patriotism and
contributions during the conflict and he invited Rinpoche
to Delhi to thank him for his contribution during the war.
He introduced Bakula Rinpoche to Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru, the Prime Minister of India. Nehruji urged Bakula
Rinpoche to lead the people by joining active politics and
in the very first democratic elections in Ladakh in 1949 the
people of Ladakh had elected Bakula Rinpochey as their
leader and the president of the National Conference Party.
He served as Minister of State in J&K State Government
from 1953 to 1967. He was the Member of the fourth and
the fifth Lok Sabha from 1967 to 1977. He also serve as
the member of the consultative Committees in Indian
Parliament for defense, education and planning. His role in
education was unforgettable, under his guidance the then
Ladakh Buddhist Association and All Ladakh Gonpa
Association were able to establish the Buddhist philosophy
school on 23 October 1959 (now Central Institute of

Buddhist Studies) with only ten students. In 1949 again
with the tireless efforts of Bakula Rinpoche the Government
of India sanctioned scholarships for eighteen Ladakh
Inovices to obtain modern education at Sarnath, and in
1961 another five young monks were sent to study
Buddhism in Sri Lanka. In 1963 with his effort the Ladakh
Institute of Higher Studies was established in Delhi with
students from various Himalayan regions such as Himachal
Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim, Uttrakhandand
Northeast States like Assam, Manipur, Nagaland, Mizoram
etc. The school was government recognized  and also
scholarships were sanctioned to the students. On August
7, 1978, Bakula Rinpochey was appointed member of the
first Commission on Minorities and served till December
11, 1989. Then from 1990 till 2000 he served as an Indian
Ambassador to Mongolia. In 1986 Bakula Rinpoche was
awarded by a prestigious Padma Bushan. He contributed
for the revival of Buddhism in Mongolia and the transition
from Communist regime to Democracy. He passed away
on 4 November 2003 in New Delhi. As per the vow of the
Bodisatva to be reborn again to serve the cause of
humanity, the 20th Kushok Bakula Rinpoche took rebirth/
reincarnation again in Ladakh and is presently under going
training and taking education in Drepung Monastery in
Mundgod in Karnataka.

Advocate, Director Tawang Foundation, Arunachal Pradesh
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BORDER MANAGEMENT AND CIVILIAN
PARTICIPATION
Dr. Rajashree Roy  Choudhury

A  border is  an imaginary line  delineating two
sovereign nations  but both having in most cases a legacy
of territorial dispute which  continue   to remain unresolved
and results in acrimonious relations between the two
countries. Some countries are lucky to be fenced off by
physical barriers such as the sea. Though not totally
insulated, rim land countries  are less likely  to have
territorial disputes because for the simple reason they have
no immediate neighbor as a vast water body separates
them.   But in the case of land borders  a cultural affinity
exists on either side which makes border management
difficult for the  respective governments on either side.

Our very own country India  due to its immense
size is referred in geographical term as a sub continent has
a huge land border spanning from the north west to north
east covering  many kms   and was referred as British
India during colonial rule.  As we have territorial disputes
with our neighbor our border is not only delineated with
LOC with some of our neighbours but also LAC on
disputed  territorial issues.  Later, two more countries  were
carved out of British India  . Our problem lies in our very
porous border which cannot be sealed off easily.  It is
proving to be a herculean task for our defence forces
manning the borders and precious lives are being lost  almost
regularly in some cases  in very gruesome manner in their
valiant attempt to stop infiltrators..

Somehow I feel it cannot alone be the task  of the
defence forces. There has to be participation from the

civilian population also and in this the initiative to incorporate
civilian participation has to come from the defence forces.
All of us are aware that the defence forces valiantly guard
our borders but somehow we keep away from interaction
because a fear is instilled in the civilian population towards
men in uniform. This should gradually go. There should be
more interactions between the two segments not just
sporadic meets on special national days to be flashed in
the media. This where  a new TRACK2 has to commence
and  away from the flash bulbs because it cannot be an
overnight achievement  _ a new form of Confidence Building
Measure(CBM)s. It is  nice to  read in the papers  of a
stone-pelter from J&K or a boy  from the same state who
had joined  a militant outfit  have abandoned their anti state
pursuits and in the sport teams but it is equally alarming to
read of a Ph.D scholar joining a  notorious dreaded terrorist
outfit. What derailed his dreams, that his ambitions of life
turn so deadly? Shouldn't we introspect?

If we take the span of our northern border starting
from the  north-west,   commencing with Punjab,  and also
Rajasthan   what we find is that this area has become a
conduit for drug trafficking . A state which had the green
revolution and had contributed significant number to the
defence forces is becoming obnoxious  with its  regressive
"Dera" reputation and drug trafficking. BSF forces  on
camelbacks trying to stall drug peddlers from across the
border is a known  true fact in Rajasthan and not a suspense
laden visage in  desi action films. Probably one state has
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high intensity and the  other  relatively low.
The next state has  attracted international attention-

the state of Jammu and Kashmir. A state which 2  countries
claim as  part of their own territory with China also having
occupied a lesser portion of the pie. Both countries accuse
each other of perpetuating terrorist acts across the border
in order to destabilize each  others governments respectively.
A bilateral issue  soon became an international issue with
other countries  getting involved to resolve it.  Very soon it
became the vortex of superpower rivalry during the cold
war . A dispute which the international body like the UN
was unable to solve till date.  From  our side the defence
forces have a tough time in trying to stall terrorists infiltration
illegal arms shipment maybe drugs. too. Not only  do they
have to be on constant vigil  at the border  but also have to
tackle  stone pelters at the domestic level when incitement
is stoked from across the border on  and off. In short a
chaotic situation.

Moving eastwards lies our border with Nepal. Less
hostile may be but   a significant degree of human trafficking
takes place  and also of drugs and fake currency notes.
Further eastwards  is the complex potpourri of north east
India which can be regarded in geographical  parlance as
the strategic window to south east Asia. The political
character of these states  have a strong incline towards
feudal culture with an equally  strong tribal base.  Some of
them are riddled with insurgent activities and there is a vast
difference in culture with mainland India. The poor
infrastructure complicated with a dense forest terrain  at
some place makes it difficult for the defence force to keep
a constant vigil against drug  trafficking.    Recent
newspaper readings are highlighting another menace for
the security forces. Custom seizures at Kolkata airport are
revealing  a spurt in gold smuggling from a neighbouring
country of this  area where not only locals  but people from

southern part of India are also involved.  Probably an
international racket of using this area  as conduit and local
people as couriers  are taking shape.

But  revelation of another news in the print media
is a lot disappointing. Local inhabitants  from border villages
ply their bullock carts to avail medical treatment in a
neighbouring country because  inaccessibility  to avail the
same   in their own state is difficult due to poor roads or to
be very frank the absence of them. Not something we should
take lightly and to me it is a great deal of embarrassment
after so many years of  independence.
Our border with Bangladesh has been  also a major source
of  influx of illegal migrants. And fake currency. West Bengal
and Assam are at the receiving end where not only land
border but also river and sea lanes are used. These illegal
migrants for their livelihood  in the past generally  resorted
to petty crimes of  theft. But now their activities have
assumed the   dangerous magnitude. The recent escape  of
three Bangladeshi prisoners from Alipore jail, Calcutta
brought to our knowledge  that these criminals indulged in
extortion crimes which can no longer be bracketed as
"petty". The heinous shameful sexual offence committed
on a senior citizen nun in Ranaghat, West Bengal  reveals
how porous our borders are. Not only that, Huji militants
are  enlarging their operation base by  their active presence
in the border district of Barasat. Religious and language
affinity across the border give them reasonable cover.  I
hope this area doesnot turn out to be a recruiting base for
the outfit( this information I came  to learn from a  poor
daily wage labourer. The authencity is not in my hands to
verify).The illegal arms manufacturing units  in the districts
of West Bengal and their subsequent overhaul are of enough
concern to  national security agencies.

This is a brief scan of the land border but we have
a huge coastal territory. Constant vigilance is required by
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coast guards to stop drug trafficking and other contraband
smuggling particularly in the mobilization of the fishing
community as couriers. The coastal town of  Rameshwaram
down south  had in the past been the disembarking point
of refugees from Sri Lanka when the LTTE movement was
at its peak.

Where does this scan lead us to? First is the
overhauling of the patrolling modus operandi of the Border
forces. Sitting in Kolkata it is not at all difficult to know
how easy it is to cross the border.  Hordes  of Bangladeshis
cross over with the help of agents to India in search of
jobs. Some of their girls land up in the city brothels and
others are taken to different cities to work as domestic
labour. During my stay in East Delhi, I have had women
claiming to be from West Bengal  come to my residence in
search of work. It is only their way of speaking Bengali,
the language being my mother tongue that I could detect
where they were actually hailing from. Some, on my
prodding have confessed how the agent arranges their
marriages with richshawpullers even ragpickers to give them
an Indian identity. They have miserable tales to narrate.
But the moot question is how does all this happen? How
can they cross the land border. And how is it possible to
smuggle bovine cattle to Bangladesh? A  domestic maid
again hailing from one of the border districts once revealed
how most of these activities are conducted in the stealth of
a new moon  pitch dark night!  How deadly these gangs
have become is evidenced from the killing of a patrolling
personnel when he tried to intercept  the movement of some
suspicious vehicles  while on duty.

Borders cannot be porous  for a country like India
like the European model. If need be,  surveillance  measures
should be fortified    in such a manner that it acts as a
deterrent to both the  vested parties across the border.
Well defined transit/checkpoints should be the only points

where people and goods cross over with valid documents.
This operation should be left to the security forces and
political interference should not happen. So much for the
physical manning of our borders but with border
management becoming more and more complex civilian
participation could be seen as a viable option.

We generally have a tendency to overlook any
roadside casualty and not report to the concerned authority
for fear of harassment . An image makeover is essential of
the agencies which will benefit from cooperation from civil
society. Residents of border states could be made aware
of timely reporting of any  abnormal movement of strangers
to the right person without fear.  They must be made aware
that harbouring non state actors will not benefit them in the
long run even with the lure of money.  Also better living
conditions better facilities are a must for residents of border-
states. Most of the 'hosts' of the dreaded terrorists fall prey
to money because of their abject poverty, A person who is
assured of some basic amenities like health, education,
house and basic livelihood will not fall prey so easily to
dangerous lifestyle by hobnobbing with militants knowingly.
Most of the habitants of the border- towns districts have a
tough life in the absence of both adequate physical and
social infrastructure and proper earning oppurtunities.

Now I want to dwell on the most sensitive factor.
How to rehabilitate the youth. The ISIS recruits who
managed to escape and comeback to India should  be
sensitively dealt with. Technology has its ill effects too. All
of  these youth are educated and tech savvy. One cannot
block the circulation of such passionate rhetoric rubble
rousing  propoganda which is so arousing that it kills in a
short time their ambitions to work hard in order to embark
on a professional career. Counselling is required at every
stage  of their education graph so as to they don't over
estimate their ambitions and lose grip of their calibre.
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Discouragement should never come in the form of rebuke
or raising the bar  to achieve beyond their capacity.
Everybody need not be an  Einstein. A secured confident
stable mind cannot be brainwashed easily. And when they
escape and comeback  realizing their folly they should not
be treated as social pariahs! This is the area where
community welfare measures should be vigorously
undertaken so that the concerned candidate realizes that
he is drawing the maximum strength from the support base
of known people in his effort  to comeback  and restart
afresh. The emotional anchorage can be restored in the
company of familiar faces and environment than skilled
unknown professionals.

For instance the north east states  cultural identity
is quite different from other parts of India. Due to missionary
activities their schooling  is predominantly angelical. They
easily find jobs in call centres in  states where  call centres
flourish but culturally they have a tough time in settling down
in their  new work centres. And a stiff resistance persists to
accept  them  by the local people. Some of these children
are virtually at a loss in trying to adjust to the new culture
not getting the right job and unable to go back they often
become prey to  drug mafia. This exodus needs to be
curbed. The mode of education should be restructured to
encourage local entrepreneurship  which is  not just
restricted to handicrafts  and also taking the local culture
and environment  into consideration. And those who are
ambitious to travel outside their living abode should be
counselled  how to  cope up with the new work culture
before their departure.

The disenchantment of the youth in a state like
Punjab in spite of it being far more advanced is not
something to be brushed off lightly. 'Technical education
institutes ' have mushroomed charging a hefty fee which
gullible youth get impressed and enroll with high ambitions.

Most of these institutes lack  the facilities and qualified
faculty to conduct these courses. Once after  they graduate
in professional courses  from these institutes  these students
realize there is very little demand  for them. Their knowledge
base is not up to the minimum threshold expectation of the
recruiter be it domestic or international. Also they need to
be made aware that no country is encouraging migration to
settle in the long run. They are also hit by unemployment
and loss of job of their youth due to globalization and
outsourcing.  Nature of jobs are changing globally so all
the more imperative it should be to acquaint the youth of
the new  job profile and particularly also to make them
aware that "suited booted jobs" are going to be passé soon.
Simultaneously these technical institutes should be strictly
monitored  to adhere to ther standards set by the
Government.

It is the youth in the state of Jammu & Kashmir
which a political activist cites as "people of a beleaguered
state" who  really need a kid glove approach. They must
be drawn out of their cocooned hostility by more interaction
with youth of other states. More sports participation, more
cultural invitations, more quality education if need be long
distance  of reputed  institutions .It must be subtly put across
that life is not rosier across the border. Occupants of POK
have virtually no political freedom and are under the ruthless
subjugation of the  Pak military. Credible Independent
electronic media had on a couple of times had telecast
earlier, such issues. They must be made to understand they
have a right to a happy healthy life  like other youths and
not fall prey to the cunning machinations of unscrupulous
politicians who will abandon them at the drop of a hat when
they have to flee.  The incident of a youth in Pakistan  being
brutalized by the army for flying the Indian flag on Sachin
Tendulkar's cricket feat is well known or if need be it should
be shown again with subtle gentleness. Moreover a lesson
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in political science and international relation with examples
can  be conveyed  that in the present  global political
scenario, no state can survive on its own. Myanmar tried
in the past and the Asian republics of Uzbekistan ,
Kazakhstan etc are still trying to find a foothold ever since
the broke away from erstwhile Soviet union and now have
diplomatically handle 2 superpowers in place of one.

End of the day it is more interaction between the
civil society  and government and security agencies and
less of political interferences for vested gains. More patient
listening of grievances  and speedy  redressal benefitting
more in numbers than benefitting a selected privileged few
for vested gains. More encouragement to voice differences
fearlessly and seek public opinion  which would be aimed
at public welfare. More counseling for the youth  to vent
the reasons for  fomenting their pent up anger and speak
out their minds and clear the air if any deliberate

misunderstandings has been foisted on them. More
amenities more oppurtunities more interstate cultural  and
sports exchanges because end of the day it is the positive
channellng of youth energy which secures the foundation
of a nation.
To end it is on the policy makers how to deal with our
neighbours when it comes to human resettlement. I think
we are dealing in a matured way the Rohingya issue.
Compassion and concern should be there at every step
but we have to think of the future in a practical sense.  When
we take up a cause we should see to its  end which in most
cases don't happen as per our wish. The same  political
refugees can turn into non state actors when disillusioned.
Our  memory has not been erased  of the LTTE issue. We
went overboard in our concerns and it badly boomeranged
on us and left us totally devastated!

****

 Independent Researcher, Kolkata
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INDO-BANGLA BORDER VIGILANCE IN ASSAM: WHEN
WILL NEW DELHI DISPLAY STRATEGIC MATURITY?

Shibdas Bhattacharjee

At a time when Indians are debating over both classical
definition as well as new vistas related to governance in the
country, one of the important aspects that seems remaining
neglected in public discourses is the type of vigilance in the
international border needed both for defeating the sinister
design of external enemies operating from the soil of
neighbouring nations and minimizing threat perception within
the country. There may be debate whether infrastructure
related to border vigilance of this country can ever be a
subject matter of open discussion in this country. Is this so
in the given situation? But Indians who have been the worst
victims of all those enemies that penetrate through porous
borders have reasons to call in question about existing
infrastructure for border vigilance and more importantly
the concerning reality about the lapses in border security
that often appears as challenging factor for retaining internal
security of the country not only in the areas adjacent to
international border but in those places of the country that
remain under the blanket of so-called tight-security and
the network that keeps strict vigilance round the clock.
Arranging the requisite for proper vigilance across the
border and preventing trespassers entering are primary
responsibilities for any sovereign nation. India is no
exception. But beyond this primary requirement, India has
lots to ensure as there is hardly any doubt that present
India exists in a hostile neighbourhood and literally on a
volcano that may erupt any time . Volatility of the existing
situation appears with larger magnitude considering new

age security challenges and India being and has been the
prime target of this requires to ensure more and give an
extra bit of attention keeping in view the sensitivity of the
security aspect of the nation. The saga of subversive
activities that India has faced or is facing have been proved
on almost every occasion that violence, mayhem and
planned atrocities against Indians have connection with
porous international border, lack of security arrangement
in border areas and lack of logistic bases for the security
system of the country to provide full-proof security in the
vulnerable border areas of India in all the frontiers. Or else,
how with ease Indian security network is not only challenged
but sabotaged both by enemy nations as well as so-called
non-State actors repeatedly. This is a concerning reality
that nobody can afford to ignore. New age challenges make
almost entire India a virtually vulnerable zone both from
strategic and security points of view. The threat appears
with higher magnitude and larger intensity considering the
biting reality that Indian security forces keep operating both
against enemies operating from other side of the international
border as well as against a large section of Indians who
often make separatist outcry and acts against India's security
establishment and more importantly infuse anti-India
attitude among the people of India living in different parts
of the country in the name of religion, region, language,
caste, creed, culture and other divisive identity affiliations.
India's identity is no doubt "Unity in Diversity." This is often
stated as India's strength. But the ground reality prevailing
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across the country hardly gives such impression. After all,
where will one search for "Unity in Diversity" prevailing in
true spirit in today's India? India's democratic fabric and
democratic institutes undoubtedly showcase a shiny picture.
This is often hard in the voice of politicians. But in the same
breath one must admit that there is a sense of fear in retaining
diverse identities of a substantial section of Indians who
feel that their participation in the governance can be ensured
only through diverse identity representation.

Things are no doubt bearable to that level. After
all, Constitution of India allows everyone both retaining
and nurturing identity. One may ask how this is related to
security of this nation and more precisely international
border vigilance. Problem is: so-called Unity in Diversity
prevails as a concept. Indians grow up reading about this
which is presented in a far more decorative and ornamental
manner in country's academic arena. But here the question
is certainly not about persistence of a concept uttered and
hyped in academic and democratic institutes. Here the
question is how Indians perceive themselves; more precisely
how a certain section of this country perceives others. If
divisive identity means here standing against the interests
of others or harnessing interests of some against some even
after seven decades since Independence of India, this means
that the country has failed to evolve with the concept that
is often defined its identity. No doubt, how the country has
been ruled for the last seven decades will have to be blamed
for doing this blasphemy. But here in India mere blaming
the style of governance and the political system is nothing
but barking at the wrong tree.  Better not to be confined in
this. Or else, discussion will take wrong track. But as the
question is security and shielding country's border against
external enemies which is not only the prime aspect of
national interest but unavoidable for keeping India's
territorial integrity, the prevailing realities need to be

debated widely for the country's national interests. This
keeps standing sectarian attitude and the respective
governments ruled in Independent India in the same line
and both need to be treated with the same parametre. How
sectarian approach and loyalty to other nations have
dragged India on a volcano hardly needs elaboration.
Generations have grown up in this country hearing,
observing and facing this inherent devil. If India has failed
in bottling up the ghost that traces to sabotage India's
security interests, first relevant question that will appear is
the perception of Indians that includes both the elites and
the laymen. But how this is treated in the strategic calculus
of the nation needs a greater focus. As border vigilance is
supposed to be a well-chalked policy initiative decided by
the strategic think-tank of the country, most relevant point
is India's preparedness in the focal points of strategic
significance and India's international border in all the
frontiers are the most sensitive focal points of strategic
significance. How much is India prepared and protected?
How does New Delhi perceive this? These points are ever
relevant. But these attain greater significance in this age
when far more than the international community India is
facing the menace called terrorism.  Mumbai Serial blasts,
26/11, attack on Indian Parliament, attack in Pathankot
Airbase, Uri military attack are not mere sad incidents but
inerasable black spots on the dignity of this nation and on
the face of every sensible Indian.

These are much discussed issues. One of the issues
that often remains outside the purview of mainstream policy-
making is the approach of India's security and strategic
establishments in providing equal importance to all the
frontiers of India bordering other nations. For India, frontier
related to Pakistan is of utmost importance for New Delhi
and there are some reasons in being so. For decades since
Independence, New Delhi has kept stationed all
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machinations to keep vigilance in the India-Pakistan border
and so-called disputed territory of Kashmir. There are two
embarrassing interrogatives related to the existing
approach. One is: what and how much has India gained
from this? The validity of this point needs no elaboration as
security scenario in the Pakistan border has become bad
to worse, tough to tougher and more complicated with the
passing time. India has failed in regaining the region of
Kashmir illegally occupied by Pakistan; the Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir (POK). This is just one of the major
failures. Apart from this and almost routine subversive
activities operated from Pakistan, New Delhi has drastically
failed in taking requisite action against the organization like
Hurriat Conference and Kashmiri youths who dare Pelled
stones on India's security officials in broad daylight in the
markets of Srinagar. Second point is: how is this logical for
a nation to take things for granted in case of other
international border of India. One of these is certainly India-
Bangladesh border. India has taken lightly the concerning
factors in this important border areas having boundary with
Assam, Meghalaya and West Bengal. For decades the
border area with Bangladesh has remained porous. Biting
reality is: successive regimes of New Delhi have assumed
border with Bangladesh is secured even without proper
vigilance mechanism. New Delhi seems taking too much
for granted despite the fact that along with Kashmir and
borders with Pakistan, India-Bangladesh border has also
transformed into a zone of Jihadi elements entering into
India and execute subversive activities in different parts of
the country. Porous border areas between India and
Bangladesh have been not only easy transit point for illegal
trafficking and Bangladeshis entering into India and settling
here but the areas provide accessibility for smuggling and
Islamic terror outfits entering into India with a sinister design
of sabotaging India's security and national interests. But it

has been only Assam and the indigenous communities living
here who have protested this so far. Reality is: whatever
security mechanism available in India-Bangladesh border
from India's side is concerned, the credit goes to the
spontaneous protests made by the people of Assam
irrespective of different forums.   But New Delhi is not
ready to listen. Fact is: New Delhi relies more on the false
assurances given by the successive regimes of Dhaka than
the legitimate concern of the people of Assam where
indigenous people have already become minority in their
homeland. What can be more ironic? Despite knowing the
fact that Bangladesh took birth from Pakistan and both as
East Pakistan and sovereign Bangladesh it has done
everything to spoil India's security interests, enhance
Pakistani agenda and penetrate the same through the
eastern and north-eastern borders of India, New Delhi
remained silent spectator and just took liberal outcry of
radical Bangladesh for granted. This is not an issue of Assam
but very much an issue of national interest. But ask anybody
outside Assam and erstwhile Northeastern region of the
country, there is every possibility that the fellow will be
either unaware of this or lacks requisite knowledge to heed
the gravity of the situation prevailing across India-
Bangladesh border. Thanks to both the politicians and the
so-called strategic think-tank of the country and national
media as well that have prevented the issue evolving with
deserving importance in the calculus of New Delhi's policy-
making!

India's policy always seems getting influenced by
the persistence of democracy in the neighbouring countries.
But credibility question of not only Bangladesh but
democracy of the nations of South East Asia has never
been convincing. But even if credibility of democracy is
kept aside, is this logical on the parts of policy-makers of
New Delhi to change policy decision considering the matter
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whether democratic or autocratic rule exists in Bangladesh?
Reality is: the process of radicalizing Bangladesh began
within a few months after East Pakistan evolved as
sovereign nation in the global map. One may ask about
Sheikh Muzibar Rahman; father of Bangladesh. How Muzib
was and what was his secret agenda regarding India as
well as Islamic nationalism in Bangladesh needs to be
clarified. The point is quite relevant even after so many
decades since 1971:  "India was the real architect of
sovereign Bangladesh. But the valid question is: what has
India received so far? After all, along with humanitarian
assistance, India wanted to harness certain strategic goal.
Did this happen?  If not, who is to be blamed for this? No
doubt, policy that was adopted by Bangladesh within few
years after 1971 is mainly responsible for this. This was a
worst form of treachery and classic example of
ungratefulness. But can New Delhi shy away from
responsibility? This question arises as New Delhi never
displayed pro-activeness regarding what was happening
in sovereign Bangladesh after 1971. Winning the battle
against Pakistan and creating sovereign Bangladesh was
only a part of India`s strategic vision. Ending direct rule of
Islamabad in East Pakistan was a part of the strategic
roadmap. Naturally, this was not accomplished in 1971.
So what was happening in Bangladesh and what had been
New Delhi`s response towards all these bear great
significance for India; be New Delhi`s strategic interests,
internal and external threat perception in the country`s
Eastern and Northeastern frontiers and the resentment that
persists in the large part of country regarding Bangladeshi
refugee question and large scale of Muslim immigration
into India. In case of India`s Northeastern region, these
issues created a lot of problem. But India hardly responded
to these concerning issues of countrỳ s Northeastern region.
The course of events immediately after the formation of

sovereign Bangladesh no doubt gave some positive
impression.  In Independent Bangladesh things apparently
started with a positive note as far as India`s interests are
concerned."

There is hardly any doubt in the fact that India began
taking everything for granted in case of newborn
Bangladesh. This becomes clear as "Indian leadership was
overwhelmed regarding the outcome of 1971 war.  The
Prime Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi, made the following
statement in Indian Parliament announcing the decision of
the Government of India to grant recognition to the
Government of Gana Praja Tantri Bangladesh which in
essence highlighted the struggle and travails of the Bangla
nation: "The valiant struggle of the people of Bangladesh in
the face of tremendous odds has opened a new chapter of
heroism in the history of freedom movements. Earlier, they
had recorded a great democratic victory in their elections
and even the President of Pakistan had conceded the right
of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to become the Prime Minister
of Pakistan. We shall never know what intervened to
transform this benevolent mood and realistic approach, if
it really was that, to deception and the posture of open
hatred. We are told that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his
party, the Awami League, had planned a non-violent
movement of resistance to the Government of West
Pakistan. But they were caught unaware and overtaken by
brutal military assault. They had no alternatives but to declare
independence. The East Pakistan Rifles and East Bengal
Regiment became the Mukti Fauj and later the Mukti Bahini,
which was joined by thousands of young East Bengalis
determined to sacrifice their lives for freedom and the right
to fashion their future. The unity, determination and courage
with which the entire population of Bangladesh is fighting,
have been recorded by the world press. These events on
our door-step and the resulting flood of refugees onto our
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territory could not but have far-reaching repercussions on
our country. It was natural that our sympathy should be
with the people of Bangladesh in their just struggle, but we
did not act precipitately in the matter of recognition. Our
decisions were not guided merely by emotion but by
assessment of prevailing and future realities. Similarly, Mrs.
Gandhi and ruling Congress leadership of India considered
the issue of India`s success in the 1971 war not only a
military success but a rare success in the strategic front.
Enthusiasm sounded in every word uttered by Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi while she let the nation know through
Indian Parliament about the success in the war and
diplomatic strategies after the 1971 war and emergence of
sovereign secular democratic Bangladesh:   I am placing
on the Table of the House, the copies of the
communications which we have received from the
Government of Bangladesh. Hon'ble members would be
glad to know that the Government of Bangladesh have
proclaimed their basic principles of State policy to be
democracy, socialism, secularism, and the establishment
of an egalitarian society in which there would be no
discrimination on the basis of race, religion, sex or creed.
In regard to foreign relations, the Bangladesh Government
has expressed their determination to follow a policy of non-
alignment, peaceful co-existence and opposition to
colonialism, racialism and imperialism in all its
manifestations. These are the ideals to which India also is
dedicated. The Bangladesh Government has reiterated their
anxiety to organize the expeditious return of their citizens
who have found temporary refuge in our country, and to
restore their lands and belongings to them. We shall naturally
help in every way in these arrangements. I am confident
that in the future, the Government and the people of
Bangladesh and India, who share common ideals and
sacrifices, will force a relationship based on the principles

of mutual respect for each other's sovereignty and territorial
integrity, non-interference in internal affairs, equality and
mutual benefit. Thus by working together for freedom and
democracy, we shall set an example of good neighborliness
which alone can ensure peace, stability and progress in
this region. Our good wishes to Bangladesh."

But "Mrs. Gandhi`s perception proved to be
deceptive that became crystal clear within a couple of years.
Rhetorical outcry of Sheikh Mujib against the communal
doctrine did not last long. The first government that took
power in the new state of Bangladesh contained a
dichotomy. On the other hand, Bangladesh appeared on
the map of the Muslim world as the second largest state
with a preponderant Muslim population. Rather
paradoxically for other members of the Muslim ̀ Ummah',
it was a secular polity. Such a secular orientation was as
much a matter of ideological mooring of the ruling elite in
1972, as it was of historical inevitability. According to Dr.
Imtiaz Ahmed the will of the majority continued to dominate
the political scene both democratic and authoritarian
regimes. The will of the majority in Bangladesh began to
be characterized in racial or religious terms, namely, by
giving attention to the Muslim identity of the people."

In fact, "real character of Sheikh Mujib became
clear which unveiled by his communal doctrine. Towards
the end of his rule, Mujib made frequent references to Islam
in his speeches and public utterances. As days passed on
Shiekh Mujib even dropped his symbolic valedictory
expression Joy Bangla (Glory to Bengal) and ended his
speeches with Khuda Hafez (May God protect you), the
traditional Indo-Islamic phrase for bidding farewell. In his
later day speeches, he also highlighted his efforts to establish
cordial relations with the Muslim countries in the Middle
East. Thus Bangladesh polity during 1972-1975 was a
peculiar dichotomy. It was certainly secular as the
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constitutional provision making Bangladesh untampered.
At the same it was turning towards a pseudo-religious
stewardship of Mujib himself. This was the time India
needed to respond and make efforts to restrict Bangladesh
evolving as an Islamic nation. India had sufficient reason
behind doing this. The pacts and agreements signed
between the Bangladeshi leadership and India during the
freedom struggle of Bangladesh provided India the right to
intervene. Relevant point for India was: when Bangladesh
emerged with fanatic agenda, it was blow to India`s strategic
interests. India should have reminded the Bangladeshi
leadership that  one of the earliest decisions made by the
Bangladesh Government-in-Exile-and that was within hours
of the surrender of the Pakistani occupation forces in Dhaka
on December 16, 1971-was clamping a ban on political
parties based on religion. There were reasons behind the
move. In the first place, the War of Liberation, that began
on March 26, 1971, was a fully and unambiguously secular
Bengali struggle for political sovereignty, meaning that
Bengalis were finally turning their backs on the spurious
two-nation theory upon which Pakistan had been founded
in 1947 and of which state East Bengal had been an integral
part."

"This shows how radicalism spread in Bangladesh.
But important point is: a certain section in Bangladesh dared
to oppose this. In fact, Bangladeshi intellectuals along with
the minority section of Bangladesh not only expressed
concern over this but they raised the issue in the international
forum how far and wherever possible. The issue of
radicalism spreading in Bangladesh became an international
issue. They even kept focusing the mindset of the liberal
community of Bangladesh which not only reflects the fact
that the mission and the dream with which Bangladesh
emerged as a sovereign nation got perished at the outset.
This was a crucial juncture that demanded greater strategic

and diplomatic maneuver from a strong and stable nation.
Naturally, it was India that could restrict Bangladesh
becoming an Islamic nation. Situation demanded
intervention from India as the emerged situation was a new
strategic challenge for New Delhi. The logic of intervening
in the internal affairs of a sovereign nation did not fit in case
Bangladesh in the post 1971 era. If New Delhi could
involve in a military confrontation with Pakistan supporting
the liberation movement of Bangladesh which was an
internal affair of the then Pakistan, why did New Delhi
keep quiet when Bangladesh was turning from liberal socio-
political order to utter radicalism and fanaticism? Indian
had enough logic and definite reasons to establish its
legitimate role as evident from the pact and agreement cited
above. This is the reason Indians, particularly those who
belong to the Eastern and Northeastern parts of India call
in question about the alleged role played by New Delhi
regime led by Mrs. Indira Gandhi rather her failure during
that turbulent but decisive era of Bangladesh`s history.
Indian leadership cannot shy away shouldering responsibility
any way for what had happened in Bangladesh just after
1971.  This is ridiculous on the part of Indian leadership
who thought providing asylum to the Bangladeshi refugees
into India as their only job. After all, this is the genesis of
the subsequent problems that took place in India; be it
Bangladesh playing the Pakistani card against India, large
scale Bangladeshi immigration into Assam, West Bengal,
Meghalaya, Tripura and other parts of Northeast or the
new security challenge that came from Bangladesh. How
Government of India could ignore the far-reaching impact
of all these are devoid of logic. Similarly, when a section of
Bangladesh almost making direct appeal to India to
intervene, how could New Delhi remain unmoved? Really,
India during that phase and afterward missed a strategic
space for why the country has paid a lot in the subsequent
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time. In fact, India is paying for this strategic blunder
committed after 1971 war till date. Present Bangladesh is
a focal point of substantial security threat for India.  India
ended the direct rule of Pakistan in the Eastern front but
failed in restricting the Pakistani mindset thriving there in a
different form. This is not only a failure in the Foreign Policy
domain but a historic blunder made by Indian leadership.
But Indian leadership remained both deaf and dump to the
happenings in Bangladesh in the subsequent era that helped
radical elements in Bangladesh emerging strongly against
the political order propagated during the freedom movement
of Bangladesh. The mission for which India ended
Islamabad`s rule did not deliver. This delineates how the
callous approach of Indian leadership let Indian dominance
slipping away from Bangladesh. The issue is related to
mishandling of the situation provoked after liberation of
East Pakistan as India had to shoulder the huge burden of
providing shelter and all basic amenities to the millions of
refugees who came to India on the backdrop of wide-
spread atrocities against the Hindu community by the radical
Islamic forces in Bangladesh who were forced to leave
Bangladesh and take shelter in India. Today, it is impossible
to give the exact number of Bangladeshi people both
Hindus and Muslims who travelled overseas and settled
within Indian Territory during that chaotic condition.
Confusion started in the conscious circle of India that
persists till date to define and identify the status of refugees
and infiltrators. This is where India began to show a callous
approach under Indira Gandhi regime, as the then Congress
regime of New Delhi ignored the far-reaching impact of
this in the socio-political domain of the country and of
Northeastern States in particular. Congress government`s
stand when atrocities compelled Hindu-minorities taking
shelter as refugees in India and the intensified Muslim
immigrants settling in the same region taking the opportunity

of instability in Bangladesh  has been till dubious. This is
really hard to believe that the same government in New
Delhi that took no time to intervene in an issue which was
otherwise an internal affair of mainland Pakistan remained
silent when atrocities went on against the Hindu-minorities
in Bangladesh, Hindus fled from Bangladesh in search of
shelter in India and Muslim infiltration got intensified.  In
fact, India`s strategic think-tank committed a series of
mistakes after the liberation of Bangladesh. First one was
obviously taking the secular image of Sheikh Mujibar
Rahman for granted. Some recent revelations tell that Sheikh
Mujibar`s anti-Pakistan rhetoric was mere political
opportunism. But India failed to trace this. Rather India
considered Sheikh Mujib as the messiah of secularism and
trusted partner of India who shared common view with
India regarding Pakistan.  Considering both these, it seems
that India was riding on wrong horse in case of Bangladesh
policy; not only in case of Bangladesh but in case of
leadership of Bangladesh as well."

The above stated prelude is important. After all,
problem here is prejudiced perception about Bangladesh
and its liberal-democratic outcry. But all these point finger
to one important fact that Bangladesh is and never has
been a liberal nation as often assumed by Indians.
Persistence of pro-Pakistani element is also today's reality
in Bangladesh. Added to this is the policy of China regarding
the SAARC nations. Both through occasional military
escalation in the Sino-Indian borders, China has adopted
a policy to keep relations with all the SAARC nations to
extend its anti-India agenda. Almost all the nations
bordering India and beyond have succumbed before the
intensified Chinese effort and allowed to make Chinese
military bases in those countries in return of economic
support from China. Economy of the nations like
Bangladesh is heaving on the Chinese oxygen today. China
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has tactically increased its military presence in Bangladesh
as well and Bangladesh government has allowed China to
access naval and aviation facilities in Bangladesh. China
has succeeded in making military bases in Chittagong,
Mongla and other ports of Bangladesh in the Bay of Bengal.
These are all alarming developments happening in
Bangladesh.     India has not only failed in heeding the
hidden agenda of Bangladeshi leadership but growing
relations between Bangladesh and China. In fact, today
India is fighting against China-Pakistan-Bangladesh nexus
in the security front which means India needs to ensure
more for guarding the border with Bangladesh. In fact,
India evolved with a wrong perception regarding
Bangladesh. On the political fronts in India, the prejudice
exists that not only Sheikh Muzib but others belonging to
his family and the political party Awa-mi-league are pro-
Indian. Indian leadership also believes in the so-called
democratic institutes of Bangladesh and even relies on Jiaur
Rahman, his heirs and the Bangladesh Nationalist Party
whenever it comes to power in Bangladesh. India had never
shown that much cautiousness when military rulers like Jiaur
Rahman and Hussain Md. Ershad ruled Bangladesh.

In fact, since inception Bangladesh has been hyping
liberal outcry which is utterly propaganda. But important
point is how India's security establishment, strategic policy
makers and Intelligence Agencies have accepted this for
granted. This gave birth to an utterly wrong and strategically
suicidal perception that international border between India
and Bangladesh is of lower priority and needs less attention
compared to borders with Pakistan or China. In case of
policy initiation and implementation for border vigilance,
India-Bangladesh border remains bereft of adequate border
security infrastructure from Indian side if compared to
borders with Pakistan and China. This is the reason why
"today's India is facing multi-prong security challenges in

every front and vulnerability exists in all the frontiers sharing
international land border as well as threat in the coastal
regions and in the nautical boundary of the country. This
means India has failed to make adequate security
arrangements. Or else, why vulnerability is prevailing with
such a magnitude? Another important point is: India's inept
police forces. India has only about 140 police officers
against every 100,000 people, whereas the international
average is about 270 officers against 100,000 people. As
per the views of international security observers the low
quality of police dilutes the state's capacity for law and
order. So it suffers from inadequate training and an
unprofessional work ethic. India's Intelligence model is also
nearly 70 years old. The data gathering processes at the
district and state level are archaic while agencies at the
national level are not operative in most of the crucial sectors.
The age-worn limbs of security mechanism do not have
the strength to face the new-age challenges that the country
is facing in different frontiers. India's  challenges in Kashmir
frontier, entire border region with Pakistan and China as
well as international border with Myanmar, Bangladesh,
Nepal and Bhutan prove this. Maritime challenges in the
Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and particularly in the Indian
Ocean region is the outcome of decades-long ignorance
of country's maritime security. But as far as security of the
country is concerned, Kashmir has always remained in the
forefront. In fact, the Kashmir frontier and the entire border
areas between India and Pakistan as well as India and
China pose threat before India's Northern and
Northwestern frontiers. But Kashmir frontier and Indo-
Pak borders are those areas where New Delhi has put all
affordable military machinations. In the perspective of a
common Indian, security and border vigilance in the entire
region that has geostrategic proximity with Pakistan is the
area where Indian security   establishments are more
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equipped and better positioned to face any challenge. But
reality exposes a different picture; the hollowness of India's
security arrangement. This is better proved by military
escalation and ceasefire violation by Pakistan which are
almost regular affairs in this frontier. Related to this is the
threat of terror organization aided by Pakistani military and
the Pakistani Intelligence agency; the ISI. Uncongenial
geographical location of the region, Pakistan-sponsored
terrorists penetrating into India, unleashing violence,
casualty of Indian soldiers, connection between India-based
insurgent outfits with those of Pakistan, increasing presence
of the terror network like the ISIS: all prove one thing that
despite putting all machinations into use, New Delhi has
failed to provide security to these important strategic areas.
The border between India and China in Arunachal Pradesh,
Sikkim and Ladhak are most sensitive areas from India's
security point of view. China's rapid forward march has
already sabotaged India's interests in those areas where
India and China share international border. Similarly,
vulnerability exists in India's entire Northeastern States and
substantial part of North Bengal that share international
border with five Neighbouring Nations; China, Myanmar,
Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan. This means India is facing
challenge in the North, Northwest, East, Northeast, South,
Southeast and Southwest coastal regions of the country.
India is literally encircled and both security and the strategic
challenges in every frontier are bound to raise some relevant
questions: what is India's existing border security
arrangement in all the frontiers sharing international border?
How much is today's India prepared to face these challenges
in the frontier regions? Is India's naval strength adequate
to face maritime challenges? These are relevant questions
related to India's Neighbourhood policy and this is
imperative to see India's existing security arrangements in
all the frontier regions. But what is India's real weakness?

So the natural questions are: does India have the security
mechanism that the country needs? What are the inherent
strengths and weaknesses of the existing system? What
modifications are required to remove the weaknesses?
What are the lessons which India can learn from the security
mechanisms of other countries?"

"Biting reality is: up to 1962 Chinese aggression New
Delhi gave virtually no attention to the security issue of
Northeastern region. But nothing substantial happened even
after 1962. India lacks infrastructure in this region. Road
and railway connectivity across the international borders
with China, Myanmar, Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh is
still dismal. The region also lacks adequate airport facilities
to be used for military purpose to face emergency. The
airports built in this region during the World War- II and
on the backdrop of 1962 Chinese aggression have not
kept operational. Despite great strategic significance of the
Rupsi airport near Gouripur town of Dhubri district of
Assam, this is now abandoned. Similarly, Coochbehar
airport of eastern part of North Bengal has not kept
properly operational except occasional aviation. The vast
area comprising almost 300 kilometres from Hashimara
military airport of Alipurduar district of North Bengal to
Gopinath Bordoloi International airport, Guwahati, Assam
there is no aviation facility whereas arrangements could
have made through requisite infrastructural development
needed for aviation and modernizing the airport facilities
already available in Rupsi airport of lower Assam and
Coochbehar airport of North Bengal."

This is a concerning reality that "there is no
government vigilance in the vast swathes of chars on the
Brahmaputra in Assam and by taking advantage of the lack
of vigilance, anti-social elements many of whom are cross
border nationals are involved in nefarious activities in the
State. The issue of lack of government's vigilance in the
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char areas has become significant in the wake of the
Bodoland Territorial Areas District (BTAD) violence in
which the involvement of cross border elements settled in
the char areas could not be ruled out. It is well known that
chars on the Brahmaputra in several districts of the State
have emerged as hotspots for illegal Bangladeshi nationals
to take shelter and subsequently to enter deep inside
Assam's territory. The chars are also free movement
grounds for these illegal cross border nationals.  Sources
said the State Government should immediately start keeping
a strict vigil in the char areas to save Assam from the
nefarious designs of the cross border nationals."

                Naturally, "It is imperative to have a look into
the international border as per length and vigilance facilities
along with existing transporting facilities in the entire region.
It will be wrong to say that nothing has happened so far in
this regard. But as far as transportation facilities in this region
are concerned, it traces back to the British era. There has
been a railway facility in Northeast since the British period.
There has been road connectivity as well. After
Independence steps were taken in phases to build roads in
various parts of this region. Similarly, aviation facilities are
there. No one can ignore these. But here the question is
not transportation merely for the civilian purpose. Question
is strategic requirement of transportation. Things have
become absolutely important after the 1962 Chinese
aggression. Hence, it becomes important looking at the
transport infrastructure developments after the 1962
Chinese aggression. After all, this exposed India's fragile
logistic support base and other concerning facts in
Northeast"

Same is true in case of India-Bangladesh border
that runs across a large part of Assam. But what is the real
state of border vigilance here? This needs a bit elaboration.
Here, "BSF is responsible for the border security and border

management on Indian side. There are approximately 45
battalions of the BSF, about 725 Border Observation Posts
(BOPs) at Bangladesh border. BOPs (normally comprising
20-25 persons) are constructed all along the border to
promote a sense of security amongst the border population
and prevent trans-border crimes. The front wise average
distance between BOPs is as South Bengal- 5.2 kilometers;
North Bengal 5.9 kilometers; Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur
and Nagaland- 5.1 kilometers; and Tripura, Cachar and
Mizoram- 6.1 kilometers. In other words, the inter-BOP
distance is 5 to 7 kms. Consequently, each battalion has to
look after a large segment of the border. For example, in
West Bengal, where the problem of illegal migration is acute,
each battalion of the BSF looks after more than 100
kilometres of the border. Similarly in Meghalaya, each
battalion is covering up to 80 kms. The distance between
two BOPs is considered excessive. According to the BSF
Director General, Ajai Raj Sharma, "Ideally, the distance
between one BOP and another should be 3.5 km. But at
present, the distance is five to six km because we do not
have the desired manpower.-The BSF remains substantially
ineffective as it has to deal with the tension arising out of
the unresolved border issues and they have to perform
their duties under severe bureaucratic and administrative
limitations, with operational procedures poorly defines as
there is overlapping of jurisdictions with other agencies.
The security personnel have to deal with inflow of migrants
on daily basis on ad hoc basis due to bureaucratic
complexity. Thus it deals with the problem of management
of the border on a day-to-day basis due to political and
diplomatic failure to resolve the dispute. At the same time
the frequent routine transfer of the BSF men lead to lack
of knowledge of the area, people, and language thus
hampering operational ability. The inadequate BSF forces
on the border due to their frequent deployment in the
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counterinsurgency and other security duties elsewhere and
lack of coordination between various security agencies
makes the management of the border a difficulty. The
widespread corruption involving local people, security
forces and the politicians keeps the border security and
border management challenging.-There is a slow pace of
fencing which reflects that there are flaws in the project
and a lack of purpose by the administrators and bureaucrats.
For instance, in West Bengal, the acquisition of land took
years and even today, it is held up in litigation in several
sections. In Assam, partial diversion of funds released for
fencing work to other works by the Government of Assam
has resulted in extraordinary delays of fencing work in that
State. There are also difficulties to clearly demarcate and
manage the border as the rivers change course with each
monsoon making the fencing tricky. The river border, mostly
in Dhubri district in Assam and southern West Bengal,
presents peculiar problems, as it is difficult to locate
permanent Border Outposts (BOPs) in the area due to
swelling of the Brahmaputra and other rivers that increase
the depth of the river by about 30 feet.38 According to
Sreeradha Datta, "a maritime border of 180 km which
poses serious problems because the shifting river routes,
soil erosion or frequent floods which make it difficult to
demarcate borders, especially when they form numerous
islands and chars in the Sunderbans delta region. River-
line borders tend to change course periodically leading to
a host of disputes, associated with the difficulties in
establishing ownership of the newly created territories."

"Another problem that remains unaddressed is the
vigilance across the river between India and Bangladesh.
The wing of the Border Security Force for river protection
is yet to evolve. River police wing of the State Police force
performed this duty for a long time. But the real strength of
the river police force is: "only one deputy superintendent

of police, three inspectors, six sub-inspectors, eight assistant
sub-inspectors, 60 constables and four divers, which is
negligible given the long stretch of waterways.-There are
four river police stations at Pancharatna, Sualkuchi, Tezpur
and Biswanath and seven river police outposts at Pandu,
Chandardinga, Majaralga, Bongaigaon, Buraburhi,
Nagarbera and Barpeta. Most of them are stationed near
the Indo- Bangladesh border and riverine areas to prevent
infiltration.”

But "despite tall claims of successive Indian regimes
regarding border fencing in the India-Bangladesh border,
reality is: a substantial part of land border is yet to be fenced.
There are some areas where border is completely porous.
Lack of management of the fenced border is also evident
that unveils truth that the ghost called Bangladeshi infiltration
dwells in which bottle."

The newly constructed unfenced portion of the
Masalabari border outpost along the Indo-Bangladesh
international border in Dhubri district of Assam.

All these expose the most concerning reality that
despite persistence of potential threat of all forms and
causes and interests of the people of Assam, the border
area between Assam-Bangladesh is yet to have proper
logistic and security bases to keep vigilance in large areas
of the border. The issue is same in case of other parts of
India that share international border with Bangladesh. The
above discussion no doubt sheds light on the existing border
fencing, issues of human traficking and smugling. But the
much more grim reality that has been tried to prove is not
mere apprehension but substantive security threat because
of the easy accesibility and free movement of Islamic terror
network through these porous border areas between India
and Bangladesh. Last many incidents show how terror
activities executed in different parts of India having
connection with the terror network operational on the
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Bangladeshi soil. Similarly, important is India's Northeast-
based insurgent outfits getting logistic support from the
international terror network the primary agenda of which
is to sabotage India's security, strategic and larger national
interests. But problem is New Delhi does not have a
pragmatic approach regarding Bangladesh. Can any sensible
Indian afford to admit another LoC in some other fronts of
India? Then is it illogical to hail on culture and shared values
ignoring larger strategic and security interests of the nation?
Relation with any nation can never be built keeping aside
prevailing reality and this is what that has been repeatedly
done in case of Bangladesh by New Delhi. Relationship
with Bangladesh can be made with larger strategic vision
which includes dismantling terror network in Bangladesh
and sub-regional partnership between the two nations to
give a befitting reply against the sinister design of China.
Borders of Bangladesh need to be guarded with the same
importance and logistic bases as is the case in Indo-Pak or

Sino-India border so that India appears strongly. The route
which are used for illegal trafficking must be closed with
adequate fencing. Similarly, riverine security particularly in
the Brahmaputra and its tributories should be guaranteed
and mechanism needs to be evolved so that river route
cannot be used by the traspassers during rainy season. But
land border under security vigilance can be used to make
trade connectivity with Bangladesh keeping in view both
the economic interests of Assam and investing more in
Bangladesh to minimize growing Chinese influence in that
country. On the whole, India needs a holistic approach
regarding India-Bangladesh border to transform this
traditional weak zone of India into a stronger strategic base
not only for Assam and other bordering Indian States but
for the larger interests of the nation. But when will New
Delhi display strategic maturity? Time is ticking and
opportunities are slipping like sand from the fist.

Regular Writer, writes mostly on India's foreign policy, stratigic affairs and contemporary issues of India.
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